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This thesis is a review and analysis of personal computer and 
workstation operating systems. The emphasis is placed on UNIX, MS DOS. :ViS 
Windows and OSI2 operating systems UNIX i~ covered under the U.S 
Government POSIX standard, which dictates its use when practical. MS DOS is 
the most used operating ~ystcm v,.orldwide. OS/2 was developed to combat some 
of the ..,hortcoffimgs of MS DOS. Each operating ~ystem which is discussed ha~ 
a de,>!gn philo~ophy thaI fulfills specific user's needs. UNIX was deSigned for 
many users sharmg a comruter syskm. MS DOS. M5 Windows and OS/2 arc 
designed as single user computer systems All of these operating s)stems arc in 
u~e at the Nayal Postgraduate School 
All of the operating sy~tems arc d!~cusscd with regard to their history of 
deve\opm<:'nL process management, file system, input and output system, user 
interface, network capabilities, and advantagc~ and disadvantages. Ul\'"IX has a 
section devoted to the POSIX standard and MS DOS has a section devotcd to 
Windows 3.1. Apple Corporation's System 7 is mentioned throughout the text, 
hut is not covered in detail. 
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I. OPERATING SYSTEM BACKGROUND 
INTRODUCTION 
Today's compu::er customer is faced with a wide array o[ 
decisions. Changes in hardware and software OCC'..lr so 
frequently that a dedicated effort is required to mair.tain 
currency. An importa:1t part of the compu::er hardware is the 
Central PY'ocessing Unit (CPU). Sir.ce 1971 I:1te2. Corporation 
has released eight maJor CPU designs, each an ::.mprove:ne:1t over 
the previous des::'gn. :nte:' and its compet:itor Motorola have 
botl: releasee: new CPU designs ln 1993. 
'::'he most important plece of syste:n software to the 
microcorr.p·..lter is the ope:catir.g system. The operat:.ng systen 
:.s a group of progra."Tls that al: .. ocates resources and manages 
execution of user prog:::-ams. It also acts as an interface 
be:ween the '..lser and the computer hardware. In 1993 the three 
majcr operating systen vendors for t!1e personal corr.puter 
all released new versions of their systens. Apple released 
System 7.1 for the MaClntosh. IBM and Microsoft released OS/2 
2.l and MS DeS 6.2 respectively. 
The emphasis in thlS t:hesis is on operating systems. The 
purpose is to provlde a tutorial that promotes informed 
decisior.:s about PC operatlng systems. I::J this intrOductory 
sectl-on a brief look into hardware will include: CPU's, 
compu~er memory, and some network corrrrnunication devices. 7tus 
is followed by some backgro'Jnd l-nforrnation on operating system 
software. 
Followir:..g this Background chapter, three PC operating 
systems are discussed in the order of thei:!:' ccror:..ological 
development. These systems are: UNIX, MS DOS, and OS/2. UNIX 
is chosen because l-t is covered by the Gove:!:'nment POSIX 
standard for operating systems. It also forms the basis for 
parts of N'.cS DOS and OS/2. A br::'.ef mention of Y.icrosoft's LAN 
Manager l-S also presented along with !BM's LAN Server because 
':hey are beth based on ::he OS/2 operating system. 
The Macintosh Syste:n 7 is not giver. c~ose scrutiny since 
Apple has integrated ml.ch of ::his operating system into 
hardware. Microsoft's W::.ndowsNT is also r..et ful:!.y discussed 
siece it l-S not consl-dered a PC operating sys::em. All of 
these syste:ns are sumrnarized i:1 the final chapter 
fac::'litate a an operating system comparison. 
B. CENTRAL PROCESSING WITS 
The current design of the comp'Jter is based on the von 
NeUITB.nn architecture that cor-sists of the three key concepts: 
[Ref. l:p. 204] 
* Da::.a a::ld instr'..lctions are stored in a single read- write 
memo:::-y {Randorr Access Merr.ory or RAM} 
* The contents of the memory is addressable without regard 
to contents of the memory. 
Execution of the instrucLio::ls are sequential unless 
specified othe:::-wise. 
Avoiding details 0:: reglsters that hold address~s, data 
and lnstructions, consider o:illy that a program is read fron a 
f::xed disk to a RAM area wr_ere it is executed by the CPU. The 
program consists of inst:::-uctions that perfo::= operations on 
dClta. The CPU will perform two baslc steps. [Ref. 2:p. 82J 
Firs::' thE- CPU wi:l fetch an ir.struc::ion and then the CPU will 
execute the instructio::l. Tos-ether a fetch and an execu:::e form 
a CPU cycl'2. 
To loir. the CPU to memo:::-y aEd input/output devices a 
hlghway called a system bus is used. [Ref. 2:p. 232] T:1e 
system b'JS is aC:::'..lally three basic buses, one for control 
(::imir..g}, one for addressJ..nq memory, a::lG. one for data 
trar.sfer. It is the control bus that provldes the speed of 
the CPU measured i:1 megahertz CMHZ) or mil::Cio:1s of cycles per 
secoed. For example, a CPU operating at 25 l'OlZ is perfonn~!1g 
25 mllllon cycles per second. This is a measure of the 
computers raw internal speed. 
Buses are extremely important ~o u:'ilize the potential 
power of the CPW. ':'here are actually mere thar. just the three 
basic busses mentioned. [Ref. 3:p. 70J A local bus that runs 
at the same speed of the CPU may be used with a video 
control ler device. An intermediate bus may be connected to 
the CPU's data bus through a buffer controller for data 
operations. A Small Computer System Interface (SCSI) often 
used with fixed disk drives and CD-ROM drives may be 
considered a type of bus. SCSI requires a controller that 
fits into a computers bus socket. 
In the jargon of computers two types of buses seem to 
dominate. [Ref. 3 :p. 72] The "ISA" (Industry Standard 
Architecture ) bus is the older mode l used to support a 16 bit 
bus archi tecture. The" EISA" (Extended Industry Standard 
Architecture) bus is the newer model that supports a 32 bit 
bus arch i tectur e. Other types of buses exist, but this is 
merely a fundamental background to aid in the understanding of 
16 and 32 bit architectures for computers. 
The CPU corrununicates along a bus at some clock rate 
measured in megahertz. To measure the work being performed by 
the CPU, three performance indicators are traditional l y used. 
These three indicators are: Mi l lions of Instructions per 
Second (MIPS), Millions of Floating Point Operations per 
Second (MFLOPS), and Throughput. MIPS is the most common 
measure, but for more mathematically intensive operations 
scientists may prefer MFLOPS. Business i nterests may prefer 
Throughput, since it measures performance from an input and 
::mtput standpoin::. 
In TABLE 1 is the evolution of the :nte:' CH; showing: t_he 
model, tt-,e year of introductio:l, MIPS, internal data path and 
clock rate measured in megahertz. Other CPU exar:1ples could be 
used, but Intel has always been an industry leade:::- and was 
chosen for this example. [Ref. 4:p. S/8] [Ref. 5 :p. 42J [Ref. 
6:p. 110] 
TABLE 1 CPU EVOLUTION 
CPU Introduced MIPS Data Path Clock (MHZ) 
I! 4004 1971 000.06 
8080 1974 000.29 
I 8086 1978 ooe 75 
8088 1979 000 16 4.77 
8C286 1982 ! 001.5 10 16 
8C3<36 1985 005. C 
I 
32 33 
80486 1989 027.0 64 66 
Pentium 1993 100. C 64 66 
Other models of the basL:: I:1tel CPU are available. For 
example, the 80386 is available in a 80386SX mode] r.as a 16 
bit external bus to comr:mnicate with per::"pherals and a 32 b::'t 
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internal bus. The 80386DX and the 80486SX are 32 bit internal 
and external. The 80486DX has the 80487 numeric coprocessor 
installed with the CPU. All models shown in TABLE 1 are top 
of the line in architecture and clock speed. Faster clock 
speeds are more expensive; slower clock speeds are available. 
CPU's have yet another classification, they may be 
Complex Instruction Set Computers (CISC) or Reduced 
Instruction Set Computers {RISe}. CISC are the standard CPU's 
found in most PC's. RISC is accomplished by reducing the 
instruction set, increasing the number of CPU registers and 
using instruction pipe lining. [Ref. 7:p. 434] The very fast 
and powerful RISC is desirable for high end operating systems 
like UNIX and WindowsNT. 
C. MEMORY 
CPU's operate with memory in a hierarchical fashion. 
[Ref. 2 ;p. 235] The actual portion of memory that interacts 
with the CPU is the register. When the computer is turned on 
the first memory read into the registers comes from Read Only 
Memory (ROM). This allows the computer to perform some self 
tests and boot up for operation. The disk drives will be 
checked for a system disk and if none are present a system 
start up routine may be read from a fixed disk. For example, 
if MS DOS is installed on the fixed disk and the floppy disk 
drives are empty, DOS will take control of the computer using 
the fixed disk. 
Some computers may be equipped with a CD-ROM in addition 
to the fixed disk. CD-ROM has a large storage capacity 
usually in excess of 600 megabytes. Here is where the 
hierarchy may begin to form a triad of three factors: cost, 
size, and speed. The rule is simple. The closer the memory 
is to the CPU the smaller its size the higher its cost and 
the greater its speed. 
The size of a given ,register is normally going to match 
the size of the bus. Most registers will hold 32 bits or four 
bytes [Ref. 2:p. 124]. The registers receive memory 
addresses, data, and instructions from main memory. The size 
of the main memory may range from under one megabyte to 
sixteen megabytes or more. Programs are normally read into 
main memory from an internal fixed disk. Common sizes for 
fixed disks range from 20 megabytes to 200 megabytes or more 
[Ref. l:p. 154] [Ref. 2:p. 209]. The larger operating systems 
like OS/2 ,UNIX and WindowsNT are now available on CD-ROM. 
CD-ROM can hold the equivalent of 600 high density floppy 
disks or 683 megabytes [Ref. B :p: 13]. Register to CD-ROM is 
a hierarchy of small to large, bytes to megabytes. 
The cost of memory is extremely volatile so specifics are 
avoided. Normally a user will never expand the number of 
registers because they are an integral part of the CPU. 
(Unless the mother board is replaced.) Occasionally the user 
will expand RAM or what is sometimes called main memory to 
improve system performance. More often the user will buy a 
new fixed disk 80 the computer will hold more programs 
internally. The trend today is for the user to buy a CD-ROM 
that houses vast amounts of information. This forms a cost 
hierarchy that ranges from most expensive registers to the 
least expensive CD-ROM. {The cost considered here is per unit 
of memory and not an overall cost of a given unit.} 
Recall the fastest Intel CPU operated at 66 MHZ. 
Assuming the register is r eceiving new information every other 
clock cycle means the information rate for the register is 
actually 33 MHZ. Another way to view how fast the informat ion 
is going into the register is in a time domain rather than a 
frequency domain knowing that time and frequency are 
reciprocals of one another _ The 33 megahertz rate translates 
into new information in the register every 30 nanoseconds (10 
9 seconds). 
The main memory interacting with the register is accessed 
every 80 to 100 nanoseconds (ns) _ The fixed Disk can be 
accessed every ten to 100 microseconds (10- 6) _ The CD-ROM can 
be accessed every 300 mill iseconds (10-]) (ms). To resolve 
these differences in speed a buffer area called a cache may be 
placed between any two of these memory hierarchies. The 
information must pass through this hierarchy to be processed 
by the CPU_These time delays give the CPU time to do other 
things while waiting for data. TABLE 2 sUll'JTlarizes the me:nory 
hierarchy by memcry component, component size and access tlme. 
Units of nar.oseconds ar.d milliseconds are used for easier 
comparison. 
TABLE 2 MEMORY HIERARCHY 
Component Size Time 
Register 4 bytes 30 n, 
Main Mer:to::::-y 1 to :6 !>ffi 80 to 100 n, 
Flxed Disk 20 to 2CO MB C.Ol to 0.1 IT.' 
CD-ROM 683 HE 300 ~, 
Other issues !':lust be taken into account for memory usage. 
The memory ml:S~ be addressab:'e. The number of address lines 
on the address bl:S raised to tb.at power of two gives the 
addressdble space. ether tricks like virtual addressing and 
pagi:lg inforTIati,m In and out of rr_emory is beyoOld the sC8pe of 
this discussion. All modern operat~ng systems accompl::'sh 
t:!ese tasks in various ways. 
D. NETWORK COMMUNICATION 
Network::.ng bas become an integral part of computer 
operatlons. Many users are tamiliar with the modem, but fewer 
users may be knowledgeable about the network interface card 
(NIC) and terminal emulation. Modems and NIC's are hardware 
devices. This discussion is not an exhaustive presentation of 
networking or networking devices, but rather a brief overview 
of local area networking. A very generic look at modems and 
NIC's followed by two cormnon terminal emulations is presented. 
(The issues concerning protocols are delayed until specific 
operating systems are discussed.) 
Modems, whether internal or external to the computer, 
provide a quick and easy way to achieve network access wi th a 
stand alone system. America Online, CompuServe, and Prodigy 
are some of the cormnercial vendors that provide services via 
modem. A modem takes the computer's digital format and 
translates it into analog to transmit the signal over an 
analog phone line. [Ref. 9:p. 69 J The modem on the other end 
reverses the procedure. The name modem is derived from the 
fact that the signals are modulated and later demodulated. 
Moving from a stand alone modern to a local area network 
(LAN) introduces the need for NIC (or LAN adapter). [Ref . 
lO:p. 17] Other hardware requirements like cabling and 
connectors are also needed, but the emphaSis here is on the 
hardware native to the user computer on the LAN. The NIC is 
connected to the cabling giving access to the LAN. The LAN 
may be peer to peer where all computers have equal status or 
the LAN may be client-server. In one mode of client-server 
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the scr:ver provides file ser:ve::::- and print serve::- services for 
the clients. The server will also have a NrC. Bot:r. cl::'ent 
aYld server will have a network operating system INOS) 
installed. 
The NrC has two basic parts. [Ref. 9:p. 272J The bus 
interface unit (BIU) con:!1ects to the comp·.lter's input/output 
bus. The communications interface unit I CIt.:) connects to the 
medium or cabling sys::em of the LAN. The KIC has a 
traYlsmitter/reCElver called a transceiver that transnuts and 
receives data from LA:-J cabllng. The Nrc is also responsible 
for rr.edia access control (MAC), meanlng that it mURt: k:10W when 
the computer can transmit. 
,=,~e two tYFes of P.AC are cont:ention and managed. ;Re::. 
lO:p. 88~91l The two methods used t:o accomplish MAC 
CSMA/CD and Token Ring respectively. CSMA/CD stands for 
carrier Se:1S1Ilg rr.edia access with col::'ision detection. 
this content.ion envirorL"'Tle:1t, the NrC vdll listen :or a carrier 
s:'gnal and if all is clear will trans:nit. If a collisio:1 is 
detected from another station the transmittlng NIC will walt 
a variable length of tlffie and transffilt the info:!:":t1atlO:1 again. 
In Token Ring tr.e transm:'tting computer must have the token to 
transmi t. The token is passed around ln C1rcu1ar or ring 
Heavy LAN usage tends to make Token Ring more 
efficient since collis:="cns are avoided. 
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From a PC on a LAN equipped with a modem a user may 
access a mainframe computer such as Amdahl or IBM. When th~ s 
is done a special piece of software is needed to em.llate a 
mainfrarr.e ternunal. Common software for emulation is SimPC 
ar.d 3270 Emulation. They allow the PC to emulate toe 3270 
terrnir.al on the mainframe [Ref. 9:p. 380]. The keyboard or. 
the PC ~s mapped to the terminal so the PC 1I:eys have a new 
mea::ling. 
Em'.llation rr.ay be supported by modem or through a coax~al 
connection between a LAN server and a mainframe. AIlother 
popular plece of emulation software ~s SoftPC. SoftPC allows 
Mac~r_tosh users to emulate a PC. ElTJulati~:J:l is important to 
expa:1d user hardware and software options. 
One ot the main issues concerning networking is the use 
of protocols. ;:>rotocols for LA.~' s and wide area networks 
(WAN's) are covered with the applicable operation system that 
supports them. 
E. OPERATING SYSTEMS 
As mentioned in the introduction, the operating system 
p:::-ovides the user interface to the computer and an interface 
for user programs to the hardware. These are only par;: of the 
operating sys::em funct~ons. Other functions include managing 
program processes, files, and devices. A generic look a'~ 
these functions followed by a brlef mention of application 
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programs, compilers, and interpreters is given here. 
The operating system brings program processes or tasks to 
the CPU. A process has three possible states: running 
(executing on the CPU), ready (waiting to run), and blocked 
(unable to run until some other event happens) [Ref, 7:p. 52J 
[Ref. ll:p. 30]. Process and task are used here 
interchangeably. When the CPU is able to run more than one 
process it is called "multitasking". (Multiprocessing means 
more than one processor or CPU.) The CPU has time to run more 
than one process due to the time lags in the memory hierarchy. 
Not all operating systems support multitasking; the ones 
that do can support it in one or more ways. Preemptive 
multitasking is considered true multitasking. Priorities are 
calculated for the active processes and the highest priority 
process gains control of the CPU. The remaining two types of 
multitasking are not considered true multitasking by operating 
system purists. 
Cooperative multitasking relies on special, "well 
behaved", programs designed to give up CPU time cooperatively 
w~thout operating system intervention. Time slice 
multitasking allows user intervention to assign resources to 
a process. These resources are a percentage of CPU time and 
main memory (RAM). The user can set a type of high priority 
by assigning a large percentage of CPU time and a large amount 
of available RAM. 
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Authors vary on strict definitions of multitasking [Ref. 
lO:p. 132,133,171,211,2611. The definitions for multitasking 
used here are; 
* Preemptive the operating system, without user 
intervention, calculates a process priority and assigns CPU 
time and RAM. (Examples are UNIX and OS/2 . ) 
* Cooperative - programs are written to keep track of the 
CPU time used and give up CPU time at regular intervals. This 
is a function of the application program and not the operating 
system. (Examples are Microsoft Windows 3.1 applications and 
Apple System 7 Savvy.) 
* Time slice the user can assign a percentage of CPU 
time and a portion of available RAM. (Windows 3.1 and System 
7 both allow this function.) 
Taking mul ti tasking one step further is the idea of 
multithread processing. [Ref. 7:p . 587] [Ref . 10: p. 2121 
Each executable path through a process is a thread. By 
keeping the threads active a process can run threads 
parallel for even faster execution. Multithread processing 
requires special coding. 
In a single CPU environment multitasking is an illusion . 
The CPU is switched between tasks or processes so fast the 
user has the appearance of many things happening at once. 
When a process is blocked it is kicked out of the CPU and 
another process is brought in for execution. The most common 
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reo-son fer a block ln a process 18 waiti:::l9 for some ::'npu~ er 
output to a file (dlSk drive etc.) or other device. 
File systems differ ber.ween operating systems. S8me 
operating systems support more t!1an one file system. For 
example, OS/2 s"Jpports the MS DOS flle system that differs 
frol'1 ::'ts own. Flle systems are always closely jo::'ned to input 
and outpc;t. Handling fo:::- lnput and output to a specific 
devlce ::'s rat.her unifOrM In the wayan ope::-ating system is 
implerr,ented. The operatlng system 18 kept as generalized as 
posslble where devices are concerned. T:"le operating systerr 
w1ll not comnand the device directly, bc.t will use a "device 
d::-iver" instead. Vevice drlvers may be hardware or software. 
The device driver is dev]ce specifJC and :..s usually provided 
by a device manufacturer or software vendor. [Ref. ll:p. 206J 
The device driver interfaces the hardware or so~tware to a 
pa;.rt.icLllar operating sys:::em. 
A similar procedure 1S c.sed to in~erfaC'e user appl1catior. 
programs to ar. opera<:in9" system. ApplicaLion programs 
include: draw1ng programs, spreadsheets, word processors, and 
others. Applicat'--on progralT's are wri tten to a specific 
operat1ng system. The operating system designers prov::de 
documentatioYl on App:ication Program Interfaces (API's) to 
application program developers. These AP:;:' s consist of 
operating system fur::ction calls where tr.e application program 
can use the functions of the operat1ng system. 
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For users who may want to write their own applicatlons, 
operating systems provide an envirorunent for corr.pi::"ers and 
interpreters. [Ref. l;p. 206,208] A compiler, such as tr.e 
UNIX C++, translates source code written ::.n C++ language rules 
(called syntax) into mach~ne binary code. This conversion is 
accomplished in one pass through the code. The computer car. 
then execute the compiled binary code. Other programs called 
linkers and binders assist the compiler in memory addressing. 
An lnterpreter, such as DOS BASIC, recognizes commands, 
translates the command and executes before gOlng to the nexl 
cOITI.'l'and. Tr.e interpreter must translate and execute wlth each 
pass. This is much less sophisticated than a cOr:lpiler. 
Clearly, the operating system affec::s every aspect ct 
computing from hardware to application software. This most 
important piece of software ~ustifiably deserves a close study 




To understand the UNIX operating systeIT. a brief history 
and curreI'..L status of UNIX is In order. uRing a PDF 7 
computer and the predecessor 0: the prograrrmieg lar.guage C 
called E, Ken Thonpson developed ar. early verSlon 0:: UKIX 
(Ueiplexed Information and Corrp~tir"g Servlce) [Ref. 11:p. 
267]. [Ref. 7:p. 572J [Ref. lO:p. 207J Tho:npson ...... as later 
joined by Dennis Ritchie and tr.ey rewrote tr.e UNIX opeJ::atlng 
system in C. ThlS version of UNIX wrl_tten in C originally ran 
on the PJP-ll series computers. Current versions 0: the :""'NIX 
operat:..ng system are written in c++. 
R::'tchie and Th8r1pson pL:blished a paper on UNIX in 1974 
and tel~ years later received the ACM T-Jring Award fo:::-
co:nputi:1g excel:ence. [Ref. II:p. 2fi7: The paper stimulated 
LIe interest ot mar:y universities wh::.ch pronpted requests to 
Bell LabS for a copy of the UNIX operat::.ng systerr. so\.:rce code. 
A: that time the parent company 0: Bell Labs, AT&T, was a 
regulated monopoly. AT&T could not compete in the computer 
industry and was wil'..ing to license copies of the IJNIX 
operat::'ng system for a nominal fee. 
Fo:!:tunately. most universitl-es had the PDP-ll series 
compu':.ers in their computer science departments. The 
operating systems installed on most university compute:!:s were 
woefully inadequate. Furnished wit:h the UXIX source code, 
professors and students enhanced the UNIX operating system by 
finding and fixing bugs and mak::'ng improver.1ents. Symposiums 
held on tr.e UNIX theme led to the flrst de facto academic UXIX 
standard called Version 6. The USENIX users group was 
es:.ablished to support this standard in ::'975 [Ref. 7:p. 572J. 
':'he publicatlon which supported Version 6 was Lhe 1TI:X 
Programmer's G'..lide Sixth Editior. [Ref. 11:p.267:. Versior:: 6 
was soon replaced by VerSlon 7 which was the last tlme the 
UNIX operating system was covered under a single standard. 
The goals of ',,'NIX have remained relatively stable through 
t:he years. UNIX is an i:1teractive time sharing systerr" 
designed by prograrnners for progra.'llIT1ers. The desig:1 is 
Multltasking for Multiple users. Multitasking allows the CPU 
to run several parent ar.d child processes, at times in 
parallel. Multiple users can share ::.nformation on a 
restrictive basis. UNIX supports three user domains: the 
programmer, the programmer's group and others. FUT'.ctior.s 
supported amo;1g users are read, write, and execute. 
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In the 1980's maJor events took place to shape the tut·-l::..~e 
of UNIX. [Ref. 7:p. 573J [Ref. 10:p. 2C7] Microsoft's 
commercial version of UNIX hit the market. ':'he operating 
system na.me was XENIX. XENIX was designed to rU:1 on 16-bit 
rncroprocessors. To enhance the commercial UNIX product 
Microsoft Corporation added hardware error recovery, shared 
data segments and ir!1proved interprocess co=unication. :Juring 
the Si;ime year (1988), tr.e university of Cal~fornia at 
Berkeley, with grants from :JARFA (Defe:1se Advanced Research 
Projects Agency), now ARPA, had developed a:1c released the~r 
own version of UKTX known as Berkeley UNIX or ESD (Berkeley 
Software Distribu:;lon). BS:C supported dlstr~b'-lted comput,--ng 
(peer to peer I on Digital Equipment Corporatio:c (DEC) VA.X mid-
size COMputers. 
W'--tr. the divestiture of AT&T 1n 1982, the company was 
free to compete in the computer industry. [:!Zef. 7:p. 573: 
[Ref. 11:p. 268] Reacting qu1ckly AT&T released their owr: 
"official" versio:1 of the UNIX operating system. AT&T's first 
serious UNIX operating system marketing a:::tel'1pt began with 
System III. System III offered remote job entry, 
code control system and system aCCOL:ot1ng routines. System 
III evolved into System v which offers other system 
echar::cements. Unfortunate:'y, the A':'&T System v and Berkeley 
mnx are not compatible. Current releases of each cperating 
system are System V Release 4 (SVR4) and BSD 4.4. 
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Berkeley introduced wide Area Networking (WAN) to UNIX 
with the inclusion of TCP/IP (Transmission Control 
Protocol/Internet Protocol). [Ref. 10: p. 231] [Ref. 11: p. 
269] The TCP/IP network protocol has become a de facto 
standard in the United States and is a DOD military standard. 
TCP/IP is in far greater use than the official standard 
supported by the International Organization for 
Standardization. Berkeley also added several utilities such 
as the "vi" editor and the "csh" shell along with Pascal and 
Lisp compilers. 
These improvements prompted companies such as Sun 
Microsystems to originally model their SunOS after Berkeley's 
BSD instead of AT&T System V, but currently SunSoft. follows 
SVR4 AT&T standards for both its Solaria and INTERACTIVE UNIX 
operating systems [Ref. 12:p. 2]. The vast majority of all 
UNIX operating sys tems support TCP/IP. 
Many other competitors have entered the UNIX market with 
versions of the UNIX operating systems. Apple's version 
called A/UX was originally released for the Macintosh II in 
1984 [Ref. 7:p. 772]. IBM's ver"sion cal led AIX is supported 
by the Open Software Foundation (OSF) that was established in 
1988 [Ref. 7:p. 605]. The lack of a comprehensive UNIX 
standard (see POSIX) has limited the sale of UNIX in the 
system software market. 
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Mllestones in the history if tr.'V:IX include: 
1970 '-J""N:X narr.e coined 
1973 l..t1'1IX rewrote in C 
1974 Ritchie & Thomas UNIX paper publlshed 
1975 UNIX used at university level on PDP-II 
1979 UNIX Time-Sharing, Seventh Editlon 
1980 Microsoft released XENIX 
1980 Funding for Berkeley UNIX 
1982 AT&T released System 1:r with RJE 
1984 AerY: Turing Award :'0 Ritchie & Thomas 
1986 AT&T Systen v I!ltcrface Def:..nltlon (SV:;:O) 
1987 Apple relea~es AU/X for V..acintosh :1 
1988 AT&-T System v Release 4 (SVR4) 
1.938 OSF founded to support IBM's AIX 
1993 Berkeley wlthdraws from BSD 
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B. UNIX and POSIX 
The Government has designated UNIX as the operating 
system standard for its departments and agencies. [Ref. 11:p. 
270] [Re f. 13:p. 8 -1 1 UNIX has several implementations in the 
market place that are not portable across hardware platforms. 
In an effort to make UNIX portable across platforms the 
National Institute of Standards and Technol ogy (NIST) under 
the Department of Cormnerce has adopted the Portable Operating 
System Interface for Computer Environments Standard, (acronym 
POSIX ) . The" ix" portion of POSIX indicates the operating 
sys t em portability is for the UNIX system [Ref. 11:p. 269J. 
various attempts to completely standardize UNIX have 
failed. [Ref. l1:p. 269] [Ref. 13:p_ 8-2] Two distinct 
incompatible versions of UNIX emerged in the late 1980's 
(System v and BSD]. Vendors adding nonstandard enhancements 
further complicated UNIX compatibility. AT&T, Berkeley and 
consortiums of various vendors have tried to standardize UNI X. 
One of the initial attempts at standardization by AT&T was 
SVID (System V I nterface Definition). SVID defined file 
formats and system cal ls in an attempt to standardize System 
V. SVID was ignored by the Berkeley UNIX group. ~ 
nonstandard binary program formats limited the commercial 
success o f UNIX because software vendors coul d not write 
package tlliIX programs with portabil:j ty across lINIX systems 
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Fir:al~y, a neutral body \.;as brought ~n to reconcile 
System V and BSO. [Ref. 7:p. 603J The body chosen was IEEE 
(Institu'.:e of Elect~ical and Electronics En?ir.eers). lEE" 
began the POSIX project with the goal of standardizing the 
U1'GX operating system in an effort to achieve portability 
across UNIX p::"atforms. The lEE:':: des:..gr'.ator for ?OS:X is 
1003.x (where "x" represents a series number dea:ing with a 
specific fun;:tion or service). The desigcator IEEE 1003.0 may 
also be referred to as POSIX.O, w.'1ich in thlS case refers '.:0 
a "G\;.~de and Overviev..·" of t~e POs:x standayds. 
The fundamental ide:;!. behind PDSIX is that a software 
vennGr that supplles a program WhlCh is POSIX co:npliant has 
used on] y procedures defined by '.:he POSIX standards. When 
POSIX is fu:ay enacted thlS will ensure the program will run 
0::1 a COEforming UNIX systeIT'. POSIX can best:: be described as 
an incomplete sta::1dard. [Ref. 13:p. 8 - 2] 7he problel!\ is 
POSIX does not Cl;rrently address a:!.l of the functions needed 
to jnplement oj:erating system software. The reason PQSIX is 
incomplct8 is due to the way IEEE decided to iI3plement the 
standard. 
IEEE cook the int8:t:s("ctlon of features found in Systen-. V 
and BSD rather than the union of features. [Ref. 7:p. 13] 
[Ref. 11:p. 270: Tn ether words, if a feature is present ~n 
both System V ar.d BSD the feature is included in the IEEE 
standard otherwise it is not addressed. Exalnples of services 
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not addressed by IEEE standards are: login services standards, 
checkpoint and restart standards and resource limit standards, 
just to mention a few [Ref. 13:p. 8-28,8-32,8-34]. 
The result of the IEEE intersection of System v and BSD 
creates a standard that closely resembl es the academic UNIX 
prior to the AT&T divestiture, namely Version 7 [Ref. 1.1.:p. 
270]. It is pOSSible for vendors to be pas IX compliant and 
still conflict between themselves. [Ref. 1.4:p. 594J A group 
of vendors responding to AT&T control of a large part of the 
UNIX market set up a consortium called eSF/1. (Open Software 
Foundation). The purpose of OSF is to produce a system that 
meets IE EE standards. The additional features of OSF/1. such 
as Xl1. Windows and MOTIF graphical user interface makes the 
OSF/l system incompatible with System V and BSD. The AT&T 
consortium response to OSF is UNIX International (UI). 
The requirement of functions outside the realm of POSIX 
has lead to "Extensions" to POSIX. It is the extension 
portion of the operating system which leads to incompatibility 
and non-portability between vendors. Different 
implementations that conform to POSIX (e.g. BSD, OSF/I, UI, 
and other vendor products ) often support the same function 
differently. The names of UNIX system calls may be identical 
b e tween vendors. Vendor incompatibilities arise from 
differences in data types of the function, data types of the 
arguments, the return values, the header files and the 
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symbolic error values [Ref. 13:p. 8-21. These systems 
continue to evolve in different directions. 
Three sets of nearly identical documents govern the POSIX 
"Application Program Interface" standard. [Ref. I3:p. 8-11 
[Ref. 15:p. 11 The IEEE 1003.1, POSIX Interface for Computer 
Environments was originally adopted by NIST in 1988. NIST 
adopted IEEE 1003.1 calling it FIPS 151-1 (Federal Information 
Processing Standard). The most current edition is FIPS 151-2 
which was released in May 1993. The goal of FIPS is to give 
the federal government more effective control over information 
resources via compatibility and portability. NIST currently 
conducts POSIX compliance tests and publishes a register of 
POSIX compliant UNIX products. Mirroring the IEEE 1003 series 
standards are the ISO/lEe 9945 series standards. The ISO/IEC 
9945-1 standards are exactly the same as IEEE 1003.1. 
x/open is the nonprofit, international UNIX standards 
organization [Ref. 14:p. 607J. It provides a cornmon ground for 
two industry leaders. The UNIX International group backing 
System V Release 4 (SVR4) includes: AT&T, Data General 
Corporation, Sun Microsystems, and unisys corporation. [Ref. 
14:p. 594] The Open Software Foundation supporters of OSF/I 
consists of: IBM, Digital Equipment corporation, Groupe Bull, 
Hewlett Packard, and Nixdorf Computer AG. Vendor specific 
features and proprietary barriers result in UNIX non-
portability across platforms. 
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C. UNIX PROCESS MANAGEMENT 
UNIX is a multiprogramming, multitasking system, so 
several independent processes from different programs appear 
to b e running at the same time. The process is the simp l est 
level of a program and can be viewed as an individually 
controllable computation entity or a task to be accomplished. 
Processes can be running (or executing), ready to run 
(waiting) or blocked from running pending some action. The 
idea of multitasking is to keep t he microprocessor as busy as 
possible and not to wait for a process that is blocked. 
mux primarily u ses preempt i ve multitasking. As an 
example, at timed interrupts of ten times per second, the UNIX 
scheduler of the SunOS examines the processes that are ready 
[Ref. 7:p. 562] The scheduler algorithm is a finite 
amount of definable steps to accomplish the scheduling task. 
Based on a priority adjustable algorithm the scheduler takes 
into account the following: 
,.. process priority, 
,.. amount of CPU time recent l y used, and 
,.. amount of time the process has been on hold. 
These d e termine which process the scheduler will 
Process priority is recalculated once per second by the 
scheduler. 
The scheduling algorithm is Bet to forget a portion of 
CPU time used by a particular process based on the number of 
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corrpet1Ylg ~eady processes wa~t1ng for the CPU. [Ref. 7:p. 
~831 [Ref. lO:p. 212J This rrear.s that the ~u!lning process 1S 
not 1ndef1ni::ely penalized f:::>r past CP'''; usage and that it will 
receive more ::Hne w1-th less co:npetitors presen~. New 
prOCEsses have a h1gher priority if they have not received any 
CPU time. The resul::. 1S three favorable factors for 
mul titasking: 
* Processes that require little CPU time, (called J/O 
bound processes), get favored treat:nent. 
* Processes that take more CF"':: time, (called p::::-ocesso::::-
bOUYld processes), are not pcstpor.ed indeflnitely because 
the sc.r.ed'..ller is progre.rnrned to forget some of the CPU time 
used by a process. 
* The system adjusts to the process enviroIl."l1ent based on 
the number of !'eady processes. 
Programs that n:.n on UNIX al: start as a si:191e process. 
[Ref. 10:p. 209] [Ref. ll:p. 281] [Ref. 14:p. 208J UNIX uses 
a fork call to divide a process into two or mo:::-e processes if 
needed. The :ork call makes an exact copy of the original 
process. The origir.al process is t:!1e pare:1t process and the 
copy is the child pr:Jcess. ?l".e cr.ild has -:he same prlo:::ity 
as the parent since it is an exact copy, but each process is 
given its own memory space to run and is treated 
independently. To distinguish the parent from the c:!1ild 
process the fork call assigns a process identifier (PID) to 
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each process. 
Interprocess communications can take place in a variety 
of ways in UNIX. [Ref. 7:p. 583] [Ref. ll:p . 283] If 
processes share a memory area for communications a semaphore 
data structure (usually binary) is used to lock the shared 
Communications paths between processes may be 
permanent, which are called Named pipes or they may be a First 
In First Out (FIFO) queue of bytes, simply called a Pipe. 
Similar to Named Pipes and pipes, Sockets are two-way 
communications lines between proce sses that can be created and 
destroyed dynamically. Sockets are particularly useful 
because they s 'clpport the use of protocols such as Berkeley's 
TCP/IP. (Berkeley introduced sockets while AT&T introduced 
Named Pipes and Pipes). AT&T System v currently uses Message 
Queues for primary interprocess com,'nunications. 
Signals are actually software interrupts similar t o 
hardware interrupts. [Ref. 7:p. 583J [Ref. 11:p. 283 ] A 
process can send a signal to another process and the receiving 
process can act upon the signal or not. Unlike hardware 
interrupts, signals have no priority system. Because signals 
have no priority system and are limited in scope of 
communication. They are not intended for interprocess 
communications. Signals can only be sent between the same 
process group which are parent, children and other direct 
descendent. UNIX supports approximately 20 different signals. 
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To keep track of al3. the processes generated, UNIX 
emp3.oys a process t:abl.e for all running processes. [Ref. 
lO;p. 2:;.0] {Ref. ll:p. 300] Information maintained in the 
process table falls under four areas; scheduling, memory, 
signals, aDd m::'scellaneous information. Scheduling parameters 
include all tr.e needed information ::or the sched.ller. This 
includes process priorlty, amount of CPU t::lnH:' used, and how 
long the p!'ocess has been waiting for CPU tlme. Memory 
inror'Tlaticn lS simply ad.dress ::'nformation (pointers: to where 
vaJ:"lous program paJ:":'s reside on disk or ir: main memory, s'.lch 
as data, stack and t-ext- segment-so The program ir. mai:t: memory 
is the me:nory l:nage. The process lR the execut:"on of the 
image [Ref. 14:p. 186] 
Signal i:1formation stored fC)r eae!':! process includes: 
which signals are bein9 ignored (blocked), which signals are 
pending, and whlch signals have special handllng routines. 
[Ref. lC:p. 210J The miscellaneo'.ls inforl'1ation cat.ego~y 
lncludes oW:1ersl1ip and p~OCE'sS relationship ~nformation. 
Ownership is i!1formation about user and group ide:ctifj cat:.on 
used fo:t.- security. The process re:Lationship information has 
the process identificatior. numbers of the immedlate family of 
a group processes. The current s::atus of the process is also 
filed under mlsce:'claneous. 
Maintaining a process table for each process causes a 
great deal of processlng overhead. iRef. 7; p. 587] Each 
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process has its own program counter, set of registers and 
address space. Some programming languages provide the ability 
for parts of a process to execute in parallel. Parallel 
processes have various threads of control which are discrete 
execution paths. Several threads of a process executing in 
parallel are called multithread execution. Multithread 
execution has two advantages. First, it allows the operating 
system to take full advantage of multitasking capabilities and 
second, there is a reduction in process overhead. 
Unlike processes, threads share address space so there is 
less protection between threads. [Ref. 7:p. 587] [Ref. 10:p. 
212] [Ref. 11:p. 508J This lack of protection is not a 
problem since threads belong to the same process. Sun 
Microsystems version of the UNIX operating system (SunOS), 
calls this multithread execution with low overhead lightweight 
processes. 
The high efficiency which the UNIX operating system 
controls the CPU enables multiple programs to run in what 
appears to be a concurrent manner. Programs are said to be 
running in the foreground or the background. [Ref. 14: p. 
189,190) Each program is composed of processes. The 
processes running in the background are called daemons [Ref. 
11:p. 279] [Ref. 14:p. 197]. Typical uses for daemons are: 
elect.ronic mail services, handling a print queue, managing 
memory and timer services. Implementation of daemons in UNIX 
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lS elegar.t. and sirr.pIe si:1ce each daemo:1 is a separate process 
that is independent of other processes. 
The minimum CPU requirement for running ':..11e UKIX 
operating system is the :::ntel 80386 or the Motoro:Ca !v1C68030 
[Ref. 10:p. 205] t>::emory requiremer.ts vary between vendors. 
TYPlcal cm:::x PC's require 12 megabytes of RA'VI and 200 
megabytes of fixed disk space [Ref. 12:p. 12]. 
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D. UNIX FILE SYSTEM and FILE SECURI'I'Y 
A UNIX file is a collection of addressable bytes 
containing arbitrary information that the user has chosen to 
place into it [Ref. 7:p. 5 77 ] . UNIX makes no distinction 
between ASCII files and binary fi l es, 80 the meaning of the 
file is left to the owner [Ref. ll:p. 276). The UNIX file 
system is h ierarchical system with the root node at the 
origln. [Ref. 7:p. 576J (Ref. 10:p. 216] Security is 
provided to all files via a nine bit protection called rights 
bits [Ref. 11:p. 277). 
File extensions that are added to the end of a file name 
such as .EXE or .SYS for executable and system fi les, 
respectively , are not enforced in UNIX. [Ref. 10:p. 218] 
File names are normally up to 14 characters, but can be up to 
255 characters long in Berkeley UNIX. The result is that very 
flexible and descriptive file names may be used. 
The hierarchical file sys tem supports directories and 
subdirectories. [Ref. lO:p. 216] (Ref . ll:p. 287] Unlike DOS 
and OS/2 that use the back slash (\) to delineate the path 
name to a file, UNIX uses a forward slash (j). Files can be 
accessed by using either the absolute path name or the 
relative path name . Starting at the root directory and 
specifying all subdirectories down to the file name is the 
absolute pa th name. Starting at the current or working 
directory and specifying only subdirectories below the current 
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direclcry down to the fi~e name is the re~at~ve path :lame. 
The file system a~ways kncws the cscr's current or 
working dl:::-cctory. Therefore, the user can access L'1e desired 
file that lS under the current djrectory withu.lt referencing 
througr. the root directory because the file name used j s 
assc.med to be u:1cer the current di!"ectory. The mcunt syste:n 
call can be used to at::ach a file system to a directory l n 
another file system [Ref. 7:p. 577:. Unmount reverses ::1'.e 
proceDure. 
':'he ::hsks ::hat emp~oy the :JNIX fi~e system have a 
definec data structure resident on those dlsk:s. [Ref. 7:p. 
'577J lRe:-. 10:p. 217] [Ret. :'l:p. 307] U·.e physical s::ructure 
can he viewed as a series of contl guous blocks up to some 
pOlnt and then <:.he ac.dress (or poir_terl of tb.e :1ext set of 
contiguous blocks. The first b::'ock (block 0), is not used by 
TJ1CX and lS uS.lally reservec [or corr.puter boot code. B] ock 1 
is called the super block. The super b: ock contains 
intor-:nat:.cr: that def~r.es the flle system. Destruction of the 
super block renders the system unreadable because a list of 
actl'al data file blocks and a list of free blocks are 
maintained here. All block allo:::ations are in fixed-slzed 
blocks. 
In additlo:l. to lists, the S·J.per block also contains an 
ar::::-ay of inodes. [Ref. 7:p. 578J ~Ref. 10:p. 219] [Ref. 11:p. 
308] Ar. inode is Sl.xty four bytes long and contains 
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information about a particular file. There is an inode for 
every file and directory on the disk. UNIX also uses 
directories to relate the name of a file to i ts inode number. 
These directory lists are separate from the file description 
on disk so more than one directory can point to the same file 
on disk . UNIX calls this capability linking. 
The concept of linking is important because a non -
directory fil e may appear in many different directories under 
different names. [Ref. 7;p. 577] [Ref . lO;p. 217] [Ref. 11;p. 
288] The number of names a physical file has is called the 
link count. Directory entries for the files are called links. 
Files can exist independently of the directory entries. 
Links point to inodes that point to the physical file on disk. 
An inode contains the information on: the number of links 
to a file, time modifications, file type, physical size, 
l ocation , ownership and permissions [Ref. 7 :p. 578). Unix 
permissions fall into three categories; the owner, the owner's 
group and all others. [Ref. 7;p. 578] [Ref. 10;p . 215] Each 
category has three options; read, write and execute the file. 
The owner may also elect to grant no permissions indicated by 
a dash (-) rather than r,w,x used for the read, write and 
execute permissions. Nine bits are used in t his file 
protection scheme, three for the user, three for the user's 
group and three for a l l others . Only the user and the system 
administrator can modify the protection of a file. The system 
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ad.'Tlinistrators are also called the s;;perusers because they 
aione have con:.rol over system files. 
UKIX time modificati::ms are Slmilar to other flle 
systems. Time moc.ifications include: the time the flle was 
created, last used and modlfied. The time the in ode was last 
ITDdlfied ::'8 also malntained. 
:<'ile types are: ordinary, directory and specia::'. The 
flrst two are the standard files that mOSl users are familiar 
.dth seeing. [Ref. 7:p. 578J [Ref. 11:p. 291j Tr.e specia" 
files a:ce used wit:) ::,nput/output devlces and a:::-e eithe:::-
cha:::-acter specidl files for eight bit serial trans:ers (one 
byte) or block speC'la::' files for larger transfers t-YPlcally. 
ThesE" are 512 or 1000 bytes for randem access. 
The physical size of the file will determine how the -""'NIX 
stores ::'t. [Ref. 7:p. 578] rRet. 11:p. 165] Tbe inode pOlr.ts 
d:',.rect::.y to the f:"r5t ten b_ocks of a tile. For small files 
this :;"5 usually all tbe memory space needed. As the file 
qrow5, UNIX eMp::'oys an ir.direc:: addressing mettod t~at can 
extend tr:ree levels deep. Inode fields zero throL;gr. :-line are 
direct block addresses, fle~d ten is a single indirect block 
address, f:ield 11 is a double indirect block address and f~eld 
12 is a triple indirect block address. 
For files ::'arger than te:1 blocks of :nemory, field 10 of 
tbe inode contains the add:::-ess 0: t:'le single indirect block. 
Tbis block contalns the disk addresses of more disk blocks. 
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For example, if the block is 1000 bytes (1 K) and each address 
was four bytes, the single indirect block could hold up to 2 5 6 
addresses (or 256 K of memory) before the double indirect 
block is needed. Following the same example, the double 
indirect block would contain 256 single indirect blocks that 
would each ho l d addresses of 256 data b l ocks. Double indirect 
address wi ll hold up to 65,536 addresses and beyond that the 
triple indirect blocks hold up to about 17 million addr esses. 
As the file grows the time necessary to access the entire 
file past the first ten b l ocks also grows because the levels 
of addressabil i ty increase. A large file may require several 
pointers to be used to retrieve the entire file due to t he 
indirect addressing method used with UNIX. 
No organi zation is enforced on the file. 7he 
organization is decided by the application program that 
created the file. This emphasizes the notion that UNIX treats 
files as addressable bytes defined by the user or appl ication 
program. 
To facilitate sharing fi l es across a network t wo systems 
are dominate among UNIX users, NSF and RFS. [Ref. 7:p. 
601,602J [Ref. 10:p. 231,729] Network File System (NFS) was 
developed by Sun Microsystems and released in 1984. The design 
of NFS was for wide area usage across several dissimilar 
networks. NSF is based on the Remote Procedur e Call (RPC) and 
External Data Representation (XDR). 
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RP: enab:es programs to retrieve values from o:.r.er 
co:rputers on the netwcrk and X::JR is the s:.andard used tc 
represenl the data bet weer. different types of corr.pt;.ters. 
The Remote File System ~RFS) was released 1n 1986 by AT&T 
to support distributed lJNIX comput:log with System V Release 
3.0. [Ref. 10:p. 727] RFS can operate using TCP/IP and other 
network protocols. AT&T'S RFS and Sun's NSF are not 
compatibJe wlthout an ::.ntermedlate translation :Ref. 13:p. 8· 
10]. 
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E. UNIX INPUT/OUTPUT SYSTEM 
UNIX treats input and output (I/O} to devices as streans 
of bytes [Ref. 7:p. 590] [Ref. 14:p. 402]. Devlces for I/O 
typically include termlnals, disk drives, printers, and 
networks connected to the dev~ces. This macro-level handling 
of I/O has the net effect of placing the burden of definir.g 
the s~reams of bytes on the application program. A corn:nor. 
structure for UNIX operating system appllcation program is a 
text strea:n of ASCII characters. '!'he ',JNIX I/O system calls 
assume unstructured byte streams; TIO deflTIl tion of the byte 
stream is assigned by UNIX. All structure for the byte stream 
is created by the application prcg:::-am. 
To allow access to devices, UNIX in~egrated the devices 
into U.e file system as special files. ~Ref. 7:p. 591] [Ref. 
11:p. 290J Llke other syste:n files, special files are ow~ed 
by the supe:::-user (system administrator). By convent'--or. device 
spec::..al files are usually placed in a dlrectOry called" /dev". 
Each device is assigned a path name. For exarr.ple, a line 
printer may be referenced by /dev/lp. T:,e path narr.e not only 
gains access to the particular device, but since the device 
driver is part of the file syster:l it lS afforded fi~e 
protection. The disadvantage of embedding device drivers in 
the UNIX system is the requirement that they rr:Jst be linked to 
the system by the syste!ll administrator. 
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Special files have two categories, b:ock and character 
speclaJ. files. [Ref. 7:p. 582) [Ref. 11:p. 290] Bloc,<; 
special files are for random access and are used to access 
d:'-sks. The file cor.sists of a sequence of n'Jenbe:::-ed blocks. 
Each block is individually addressed and accessed. ':'he goal 
of UNIX I/O system on block special files is ::0 F.linirrlize the 
number of data transfers. UNIX systens place a bu:fer cache 
between the disk drives and the file system which min~mizes 
::1'.e transfers needed. 
A read cache is very easy to i~pleml?nt and is used even 
the simplest operati:lg systems. The operatlng sys::e::l 
merely reads mere da::a than what is requested thus reduclng 
the nu:nber of disk accesses for sequential requests. Write 
cache lS more diffl.-c'.llt to iMrlement and is handled 
differently betwee!1 spec~fl.-c versions of UNIX. 
Character special fl.-les are primarily 'J,sed for devlces 
that use character (byte) streaw.s a:1d where random access ::s 
not :Jecded. [Ref. 7:p. 578J [Ref. ll:p. 291] Typical 
character special fl-les inc:ude : keyboard, m::ouse, networl.: and 
printer. Files may be "read only" for a :.t.eyboard or a If,ouse; 
they may be "write only" fa::: a printer or t!1ey may be "read 
and write" for a network comrnunication device. 
File I/O may be redirected using greater than and less 
than signs to override standard inputs from keyboard and mouse 
and standard outP'-1ts to the [Ref. 7:p. 574J [Ref. 
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ll:p. 275] [Ref. 14:p. 48] UNIX automatically opens three 
files upon start up: standard error and standard output to the 
display and standard input for the mouse or keyboard. 
Redirection of I/O and opening of standard files is very 
similar to DOS. 
The UNIX I/O system uses five primary system calls which 
are: open, close, read, write and long seek (lseek) [Ref. 7:p. 
592). The first four calls are straightforward functions, the 
last system call, Iseek, is used for random access. System 
calls are only allowed with special files. Associated with 
each call is a unique file descriptor. 
The file descriptor is an integer. It defines files and 
special files to a process. [Ref. 7:p. 591] [Ref. 11:p. 15] 
They let the process determine the status of a file or special 
file. Descriptors are essential to the implementation of 
named pipes and sockets, which are both special character 
files. DOS calls a file descriptor a file handle. 
Recall that named pipes are stat i c communication linkages 
between processes while sockets are dynamically created as 
needed for I/O across the network. Network I/O is an integral 
part of the UNIX operating system. 
When using a Berkeley socket for network I/O, each socket 
supports a different type of networking and protocols between 
systems. [Ref. 7:p. 597 ] [Ref. 11:p. 292J Looking at the 
sockets generically, without regard to a particular protocol, 
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three basic types of sockets are available. ':'he three most 
* reliab:e conr;ectior. oriented byte sc;ream, 
* rellable connect::on oriented packet stream, 
* unreliable packet transmission. 
T.te byte stream is corrmonly supported by the UNIX to UNIX 
Copy ?rogra:ns n;"UCp) using a modem. [Ref. lO:p. 230] [Ref. 
14:p, 494] llUCP is a collection of programs that perform 
funct'--ar..s at: mall trans~er between systems, remote com.-nand 
execution, and remote file trans':er. Byte streams ar~ 
controlled by UNIX directly; packet streams req-..1ire ad:::iltional 
scftware. 
Plpes bet weer. processes may use a reliable connectlon 
byte strea::n or packet stream ':or commur::ication [Ref. 1: :p. 
292]. The unreliab:'e packet streams are supported via User 
;}atagrarr. Protocol (UDP) [Ref. 11:p. 2931. UDP represents best 
effort delivery wlthout any guaran'.;.ee. 
Reliable ccnectionless packet streams in ITGX are 
supported by Transmission Con'.::.:-ol Protocol/Internet Protocol 
(TCP/IP). [Ref. 10:p. 94] [Ref, ll:p. 2931 Both TCr/:p and 
;"'DP protocols originated with DOD's ARPANET, which is now 
Internet. 
An important feature of the :.lNIX networking concept is 
the non·blocking I/O also introdc:.ced by Berkeley [Ref. 7:p. 
593~ [Ref. 11 :p. 410]. A blocking I/C is synchronous and is 
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checked at regular time lntervals. This can slow the system. 
A non-blocking I/O is asyr.chr:>no·~s so the wait is averted. 
The non-blocking I/O 1S use=:ul when monitoring several 
communication lines and wanting to read the data as soon as it 
becomes available. Traditional UN:X systems used a 
synchronous interface to a process caller. The callin,=! 
process was blocked unt::'l the req~est could be satisfied. 
The idea behind a :lon-blocking I/O is that the process 
can request to be signalled asynchronously when I/O becomes 
possible us:'ng a non-blocking descriptor. If the reo.d 0::-
wrlte can not be accomplished an error code is returned. 
Berkeley UNIX employs a mUltiplexing feature tha:: enables a 
process to determine when any of several descriptors are ready 
for I/O [Ref. 7:p. 593j. The net effect is faster 
cortL'l1unicat ions. 
UNIX employs very advanced features in al:" facets to 
hand:e inputs and outputs. It is importaYlt to err.phasize that 
while UUCP 18 a standard part 0: the max operating system, 
TCP/IP and UD? are add.ltional software packages required for 
net-work I/O. 
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UNIX USER INTERFACE 
UNIX err.ploys two types of user inte:::,face: comrr.and line 
interface, which is called shell, and graphical user interface 
(GUI). Each type of lnterface has three variations. Befo:::,e 
addressing speciflcs about these l.nterfaces. a look at the 
layers of software ir. the t;N:X operating system is in order to 
provide a basis that will also apply to other systems. 
The user interface is the outer layer of software and is 
normally perceived as be.'-ng the UN:::X system. The uscr 
inter:ace via the shel"- cr GUI provides access to text editors 
such as "vi", compilers such as C, and other utilities. T.r.ese 
are collectively refer:::'ed to as standard utility programs. 
[Re':. 11:p. 273] Just belo,",' the user interface resides the 
standard library J.nterface. Standard ~ibrary functlons 
include: open, close, read, write, and fork. These :unctions 
are automatica:'.ly ava:'-lable to the user interface. The user 
interface along with s:andard library functions comprise tne 
user mode. 
Dl:::-ectly below the user :mode is tr.e kernel mode. [Ref. 
11 :p. 273] The kerne:' mode may be viewed as the heart of the 
UKIX operating system because it provides the interface to the 
hardware via the system call interface. This is where the 
actual process and memory managerr,ent takes place along with 
the file system and I/O system managemer.t. 
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The UNIX operating system is written in C (or C++). The 
actual grassroots conununication to the hardware is device 
specific assembly language called device drivers and is 
supplied by the manufacturer of the device . The complied C 
language comm\.micates directly with the assembly language to 
cont rol the CPU, disks, keyboards, etc. Each peripheral 
device must be linked to the kernel in UNIX [Ref . 14:p. 214] 
The hardware specifics are totally transparent to the 
user with the except ion of speed in execution of commands. 
The user wil l see either the shell prompt or the GUI. [Re:!:. 
7:p. 573] [Ref. 14:p. 283,560J The three mos t popular shells 
all conta in "sh" as part of their file names. AT&T's first 
popular shell, the Bourne shell 1976, has the file name "sh" 
and displays "$" on the conunand line. The enhanced version of 
the Bourne shell, the Korn shell, uses the same prompt and is 
also an AT&T product. The Korn shell (file name "kshnl 
incorporated some of the features found in the third type of 
shell name ly, t.he Berkeley C shell (file name "csh"). This 
shell was named C shell because the syntax (language rules) 
used are based on the C programming language. The C shell 
uses 'It" prompt on the command line unlike the others. 
The command line of the shell, indicated by the prompt, 
is expecting the name of an executable file and one or more 
arguments t o act as input to the file. The job of the shel l 
is to interface with the standard library. [Ref. 7:p. 574J 
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[Ref. 11;p. 275J This ensures tr.e fork call is made to create 
the child process which is created from the parent and to 
open three flIes. The three files are for standard input 
(us"ilally the keyboard), standard output and standard error 
(usually the display). ':'hese are used for reads, writes and 
errer Ir_essages respectively. 
UNIX a] lows rcdlrect:l.On of standard input and standard 
outp'..1t. [Ref. 7:p. 574] [Ref. ll:p. 275J [Ref. 14:p. 68] 
Standard lnpuc: lS redirected by "<" and standard output is 
l~edlrected by":>", in other wo:c"ds "less thar. lS inF,lt 
redirect=-cn" acd "greater than is outP'..lt redirectio~l". This 
is extremely u8e::0,;.1 when input or output lS to a file. 
Additionally, the UNIX she::"l sY:1tax allows for an output to be 
appended to a file rat:'1er than replacing it. In typical uxrx 
shorthand e~egance this =-s accoIT_plished by using "",:>" 
UNIX cornnands in sr.e::'l can be placed together and 
executed i:1 succession using a vertlcal bar" I" called the 
pipe symbol. [Re::. lO:p. 221] [Ref. 14:p. 23J T.'1e collectlon 
of commands is sOIT.etimes referred to as a pipeline. This 
allows the output of one command to be the ~nput t:::J <::he next 
comrr,and which UNIX calls a filter. A fjle containing shell 
comrr.ands is called a shell script. The user may have the 
script exeC"..lte upon start up. 
UNIX shell supports traditional progralTlming langaage 
constructs (case, for, if-then-else, and w~ile). [Ref. 7;p. 
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574] [Ref. 14:p. 190] With the power of UNIX processing the 
user can also designate a program to execute in the 
background, such as a compiler, using "&" while another 
program runs in the foreground, such as a word processor or 
spreadsheet. 
The DOS command line is similar to features found in the 
UNIX shell. The DOS batch fi le is like a UNIX shell script. 
Redirection of I/O and pipe lining are the same and bas ic 
programming language functions are supported in both operating 
systems. These similarities may be carried one step further 
since the OS/2 operating system supports DOS and has 
provisions fo r UNIX. 
Today most users tend to prefer the graphical user 
interface (GUl) over- a command line as provided by shell. 
[Ref. 10 :p. 226 J [Ref. 14 :p. 593J The X Window System, 
sometimes simply called "X ", first released by 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology in 1.984. The sour-ce 
code for "x" is publicly available. Digital Equipment 
Corporation was the first to commercially market "X" and 
presently supports DECwindows; however, most application 
programs written for "X" use one of the two leading industry 
standards, OpenLook or Mot if . 
OpenLook is supported by AT&T (UNIX Systems Labs) and Sun 
Microsysterns (SunSoft) under the UNIX International (UI) 
consort ium . [Ref. 10:p. 227] Motif is an IBM product 
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supported by Ope:1 Systems FcundatlO:1 (OSF). Sar.~a Cruz 
Operation's (SeD) Open Desklop is based on OSF :-lotif. The 
AT&T and IBM wi:1dowing systems are funda."1lentally inccmpatible; 
however, a ~oint venture between UNIX Systems Labs and Novell 
called UXIVEL has released so!'tware called 'Jnixware that 
supports both Motif and OpenLook Intel-based 
wor"-slatlon. 
Icons dif::er en differe:1t verSl-ons of UNIX windowing 
systems to represent data f'..les and programs. COrnI'\cr.alltics 
include si:n'..lar program ma:lager windows and pull down Tr.enus. 
With all :'TIIX GUl's, a program rr.ay be started ny: dO'.lble click 
cr. a executable program's icon, double ~lick on a program na:r8 
ln the fi=-e system window, dOUble click on a data file with em 
association to an executable pro3rar:1, or ojJell a window a:ld 
type ::he program name. 
G. UNIX NETWORKING 
UNIX provides an environme nt that is very natural for 
networking due to the support for multiple processes and 
multiple users sharing resources. Basic capabilities of UNIX 
networking include NFS and RFS for file sharing and UUCP and 
TCP/IP that support file sharing as well as remote program 
execution, file transfer, and e·mail [Ref. 10:p. 230). UNIX 
has several other protocols availab l e. UUCP and TCP/IP are 
two of the most common and the focus here. 
During the development of UNIX the two PDP series 
computers that were used were separated by a flight of stairs. 
Developers disliked climbing the stairs. The result was the 
earl iest releases of the UNIX operating system supported UUCP 
(UNIX to UNIX Copy Program) to support networking on a peer to 
peer basis. 
UUCP has evo l ved to several programs and related files 
that al low the user to carry out three primary tasks: remote 
file transfer, remote conunand execution, and mail transfer. 
UUCP is now classified as a point to point protocol for use 
with modems. Data speeds are typically 9,600 bits per second, 
but speeds may be higher [Ref . 10:p. 724 ] [Ref . 14:p. 492J. 
Data rates are transparent to the user because UUCP operates 
as a background process (daemon) and carries out transfers at 
the convenience of the operating system. The transt'er wil l 
take place the next time the remote system is connected with 
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the loc:a: system if a current ccnnect~O:1 is no+':: already in 
prog::.-ess. 
The UUCP nta~l will notify the file recip:.ent that a file 
trans-!:er has taken place upon the nex:: logon if the remote 
station is not currently conr.ected. [Ref. 10:p. 734] [Ref. 
14:p. 494] The recipie:1t of tr.e files caD view the conte"ts 
using a standard "uup~cklt cOI1'mand after a d:.rectory for 
placeme:lt is specified. UUCF support for renote execu:::lQG IS 
via the "l:.UX" corrmand. If the permission is granted by +'::1'.e 
remote systerr. ::he resu:ls of the remote execution are 
displayed at the local system. The :"'UPC co;;rnnand w~ll connect 
a proper:'y cO:1figured MS DOS PC :;0 the UUCP network [Ref. 
lO:p, 23C]. 
For highe:::- leve: netl>:orking across several dlffe:::-ent 
!1etw:)rKs lm.:ly UNIX sysLems s·.lp!.=-,or'.:. Transmission Contr:.;ll 
Pr:)tocol /Internet Pr01::ocol (TCP/IFj. TCPjIF requi:::-es 
additio:1al software to be ran on top of t_he operat~ng system. 
TCPj::P is dlSCUSE'CC here because U.C. BerKeley incorporated it 
in UNIX. All otr.er operat.lng systems such as MS-DOS, OS/2, 
and System 7 have add-on software to support TCP/IP so it .,d::'l 
not be discusse:3. ir: their respe:::tivc sections. 
Interr.et Prot:::Jcol provides the basis for otr.er protocols. 
IP lS not ciesig:led as an end user protocol [Ref. 11:p. 434J. 
It forms the basis for TCP and 7..,"DP. TraCSIT.lssion Control 
Protocol (Tep) orovides a virtual circuit between remote sites 
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for reliable transmission witr. error detection and correction. 
[Ref. lO:p. 232] User Datagram Protocol (UDP) 
connectionless "datagram" service which is a best effort for 
short message transmission without a guarantee of success. 
TCP/IP provides four basic services across a network. [Ref. 
lO:p. 232,721] They are: 
* File Transfer Protocol (FTP) allows users to log on to 
reITnte sites to view directories and to send and receive 
::iles. 
* Simple Mail TranSfer Protocol (SMTP) uses store and 
forward techniques to serve as the basis for electronic 
r:laD. 
* Simple Network Management Protoccl (SNt~P) enables severa=-
networks to be adm:'nlstered (managed) from a central 
location. 
* Telnet provides a remote log on capability with a remote 
terminal emulation if necessary. 
UNIX is a very flexible networking platform. TCP/IP and 
uucp provide two separate means of file transfer, mail, and 
remote execut::'on. TCP/IP can be used with NFS and RFS. UXIX 
can also be used in the traditional client server LAN 
en'.rlronment in addition to the peer to peer distributed 
environment. 
H. UNIX ADVANTAGES and DISADVANTAGES 
Some of the very same characteristics wbic~ may be 
considered advac)tages in UNIX may also be considered 
disadvantages. UNIX n:ns on the widest variety of hardware 
platforms of any operating syster:! [Ref. lO:p. 2341. UNIX can 
be adapted to alrr.ost any hardware. Personai computers I 
workstations, and mainframes rur. UNIX systems such as XENTX, 
SunGS, and System V respectively. This wide rar.ge in UNIX 
varieties leads to the greatest downfall of the UNIX system. 
illHX is incompatible between compa:1ies and ~s not portable 
across hardware platforms. 
=:tespitc the POSC:X standards every version of TDlJX 
req· .. lires a special verSlon of an application prograrr. to rU::1 on 
that part~cular vers~on. lJNIX applicatioQ prograrr.S a:::-e often 
sold by "value added" vendors who have to customize the 
app~i.cation to t:Je versior. of UNIX in use [Ref. l:J:p. 2371. 
'l'te ~ncompatibility issues of UNIX translates directly into 
ir.creased cost. 
Additional cost lS not jus~ limited to application 
prograrr.s. The UKIX operating system is m:..Jch more cost:.y thar. 
Des or OS/2 when implemented on a 80386 or 80486 computer. 
DOS does nct measure up to UNIX functional::'ty, but OS/2 has 
many of the desirable UNIX multitasking features. 
T:le size and complexlty 0= most UNIX systems usually 
requires addi~lonal memory, and a tape d:!:.""ive ::>r sunilar device 
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is needed for installat~on a.nd backup. U:1ix may not be the 
best choice for smal: Local Area Networks (LANs) or for LAN's 
tr.at cannot support a system administrator position. The 
system administrato::::- must link new devices to the UNIX 
operating systCr:l, unl~ke most other systems where device 
drivers may be installed by tr.e user. 
L"NIX ~s a good choice when multitask~ng computing power 
~s needed for parallel process~:1g, using mu:'tiple processors, 
or simulated multitaskins is needed Or'. a single processor. 
UNIX supports true multitasking on 16 or 32 bit CPU's. 'Cnux 
supports RISC technology on parallel and single processors. 
Sun Microsystems (SunSoft: produces HITERACTIVE UNIX and 
Solaris operating systems to meet these :1eeds [Ret. 12:p. ~,. 
(INTERACTIVE and Solaris also have some DOS a:1d Windows 
compatibility [Re:'. 12:p. 22]. 
UNIX uses preer.1ptive rnl,lt.itasking in a multiuser 
environment w:.tr. bu~lt in secur:.::.y. Log or. is the first line 
of defence followed by fi:e securlty as a second line of 
defence for unautho:::-ized l:.sers. DOS and OS/2 provide nODe of 
these features without a LAN server 0:::- additional third pa:::-ty 
software. OS/2 provides preemptive multitaSKing, b'Jt for a 
single user. System 7 provides security but none of t1:e other 
features. 
The only operat.ing system that is comparablE' to UNIX ::'n 
total funct~onality :is Microsoft's WncdowsNT. An in depth 
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discussion of UNIX and Microsoft WindowsNT is covered he:::-E 
because W:ndowA~T is not cons~dered a PC operating system, 
Microsoft's selling pOH'.ts fOr NT are: that !..:. is a slngle 
company prod'.lct w~th a single commO:1 user interface ar.d the 
nelwork protocoJ s integrated into the system. UNIX has ma:1Y 
vendors. UNIX protocols a!'e purchased sepa::::Cltely. 
UNIX should be used where the need exisls, such as a 
ffi'.lltlmed!..a IT,U] t~user environment, where security a:1Q speed are 
factors and systCIT cost is justifled, The payoff for a IGrge 
complex operatir.g system is the performa:lce Lhat may be 
achieved. 
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III. MS DOS 
A. MS DOS BACKGROUND 
DOS first appeared in the market place in August 1981. 
[Ref. 7:p. 633J [Ref. 10:p. :29] [Ref. 11:p. 317J The success 
of Microsoft DOS can be trace::i to two early developrr.ental 
steps. First, IBM manager Philip Estridge was able to build 
ar_ inexpensive sixteer. bit personal computer from co=ercia~ 
off the shelf (COTS) parts from Intel, and second, Microsoft 
was able to wi!: the race over Digital Research to the markeL 
place for a Sl.xteen b:lt operatl.ng system. The 13 year history 
of :COS has been wel~ docl:l'lented by numerous sourc~s so a 
detailed aCCO"l:nt may be given here. 
Digital Research had dominated the market in operating 
systems for eight bit microprocessors (Intel 80BO). [Ref. 
7:p. 633] The operating system was ca~led "Control Progra."Tl 
for Microcomputers" or CP/M. Released in 1975, CP/M consisted 
of three rna] or subsystems: 
* Control Command Processor (CCP) 
* Basic Input/Output System (BIOS) 
* Basic Disk Operating System (BDOS). 
Microsoft's first release of DOS resembles the CP/M operat.ir.g 
system. CP/M originally had a great influence on DOS. Early 
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versiorls 0::- DOS had essentially ..:he same three rna: or 
subsystems functions. 
When IBM originally asked Bill Gates, founder of 
Microsoft, to develop an operating system for the IBM Personal 
Computer (PC), Gates suggested Digital Research's CP/M. [Ref. 
7:p. 635: [Ref. l1:p. 316] IBM's confidence ~n Microsoft ca:ne 
:rom the company's successfu:" development of XENIX (a 16 bit_ 
version of UNIX), BASIC (a com:nand interpreter for the Altalr 
PC) and a file sys:::e:n USIng a FI2.e Allocation Table or FA'::' 
(walc:"") later bc:::amc the basis for DOS). :BM went to D~gitC1.l 
Rf'search to l:1quire about CP/M-86 the new 16 bit operatir.g 
system. Whe:1 they foued CP/M-56 well behind schedule IBM 
returned agaIn to Microsoft and requested an operating system 
like cp/r-l. 
Bill Gat""s was aware of a nearby compa!1y named Seattle 
Computer Products tr.at produced memory boards for the 8086-
based (16 bit) products. [Ref. 7:p. 634J [Re:. l1:p. 316) 
GatE'S hired Tim Pate,son, who in 1979 had developed software 
called 86 DOS to t.est ::.1o.e sixteen bIt memol-y boards. Tne DOS 
project bega!1 in Apr-I: 1981 a:ld was cOIT.pleted on schedule in 
A"-lgust of t:::Je same year. This Ir:teJ -based operating syste-n 
had two simIlar versions for the PC: MS DOS by l'I:Icrosoft and 
PC DOS by IBM. 
Early decisions on hardware drove software decisions and 
the access':'bility of the PC market. Two Irr,portant decisions 
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by IBM helped shape the future of DOS. First, IBM decided to 
make the PC an open system [Ref. 11:p. 3171. This means the 
complete design described in great detail was available from 
PC vendors. Open system architecture nurtured the development 
of PC clones and gave Microsoft a software market outside of 
IBM. (Although functionally about the same, there are some 
subtle differences between PC DOS and MS-DOS.) Second, IBM's 
selection of the 8088 over the 8086 made the product less 
expens~ve. The 8088 handles internal transfers of sixteen 
bits each clock cycle and external transfers to peripherals 
eight bits at a time [Ref. 7:p. 634 ] . This did not pose any 
probl ems because most peripherals of the time communicated 
eight bits at a time. Selectior:. of the 8086, which 
communicates at sixteen bits external l y and internal ly, would 
have made the PC's less affordable. 
The B086 and 8088 are both equipped to handle a one 
megabyte address space. This is because twenty address lines 
are available to these two CPU's (2 20 is approximately equal 
to one million). Early in development IBM decided to reserve 
384 kilobytes for hardware uses leaving 640 kilobytes for DOS 
and DOS application programs. [Ref. 1 0:p . 163] [Ref . 11:p. 
317] This lead to the 640K limit legacy DOS has today. The 
640K limit has continued to plague DOS because new programs 
writ.ten needed to be compatible with 8088 arChitecture. 
Innovations to overcome this probl em a re discussed with the 
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appropriate version cf DOS t.hat introduced a solutio:1. 
MS-DOS Version 1.0 consisted of 4000 lines of assemb~y 
language code that occupied twelve kilobytes of me:nory. [Ref. 
7:p. 634] [Ref. 10;p. 129] [Ref. J..l;p. 317] The operating 
system was organized ~nto three files {similar ~o CP/M) which 
IB:>!BIO.COM for disk and character I/O system. 
*" IB:®OS.CO:-1 for c:Lsk a:1d file management. 
*" COM:'1AND. COM :or shel 1 corrunand processing. 
Versio:1 1.0 was co:npatible wlth CP/M wtich was 1.mportant 1.n 
-:he marketplace ir. order to ga1.:::J greate::: support by having the 
ability to run CP/M app:'icatlon programs. 
Like CP/M, Version 1.0 only supported a s~ngle d::'rec:;ory 
so all files were seen when tte "dir" comrnar.d was used, but 
several improvements over CP/M we:::e 1n place. [Ref. 7;p. 634] 
[Ref. 11:p. 317] ':'I"".e system supported the first five and cce 
quarter inch, single slded d1.sk with a 160 kilobyte capacity. 
(Version 1.1 later suppo:::ted dC".lb:"e sided 320 kilobyte disks). 
V.s·r:;OS was the first systerr to keep the File Allocation Table 
{FAT) rr.emory res::'dent to decrease disk accesses and increase 
system speed. 
Version 1.0 supported device independent I/O by treating 
device drivers as f:l.les, and used part of the ROM called the 
Basic Input Output System (BIOS) to house the device drivers. 
[Ref. 7;p. 634] [Ref. 11:p. 318] Reserved file names are used 
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to call devices, CON for the console, PRN for the printer, and 
AUX for serial ports. This version also supported shell 
scripts (a sequence of commands stored in a file) called batch 
files. 
MS·DOS Version 2.0 was introduced in March 1983 with 
IEM's introduction of the PC/XT. [Ref. 7:p. 635] [Ref. 10:p. 
129] [Ref. 11:p. 318 ) Version 2.0 consisted of 20,000 lines 
of assembly language and several enhancements. The system now 
supported a ten megabyte fixed disk and 360 kilobyte floppy 
disks. A hierarchical file system that supported directories, 
subdirectories and files adopted from Microsoft XENIX made 
Version 2.0 incompatible with CP/M and established DOS as the 
dominate operating system for PC's. A.'1other feature like that 
of XENIX was the ability to redirect inputs and outputs using 
a pipe (vertica l bar), but the function was not 
sophisticated as the UNIX based systems. 
The popularity of UNIX at the time and the demand for 
multitasking forced Microsoft to look at the customer base and 
determine that the majority of the customers were single user 
on a Single system. [Ref. 7:p. 636) Microsoft avoided the 
cost and overhead of multitasking, but did incorporate 
background print spooling (simultaneous peripheral operations 
on l ine). This feature was placed in a command file called 
PRINT.COM and was designed to run when there was little other 
DOS activity. 
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To support new peripherals and keeping with IBM's open 
architecture, Version 2.0 supported installable device drivers 
(removing then from ROM). [Ref. 7;p. 636) [Ref. ll:p. 3l9] 
This was accorr.plished with the CONFIG.SYS file by using linked 
lists to join the device drivers. Version 2.05 was designed 
for international support such as Japanese Kanj i characters. 
Version 2.1 supported IBM PCjr, which was not well accepted by 
Micr::lsoft combined 2.05 and 2. l into Version 2.11. 
which was translated into 60 langwages and sold world wide. 
The final vers::"ons in th~s series 2.2 and 2.25 supported 
Korean and Japanese characters respectively. 
Ve:::sion 3.0 released in August 1984 with 40,000 line of 
assembly language code was twice the size of Version 2.0. 
[Ref. 7:p. 637J [Ref. 10:p. 1.30: [Ref. lJ..:p. 319] The goals 
of DOS Vers~cn 3.:J in support of the 80286 microprocessor was 
mul ':.~task~ng, increasing ava~lable memory, and networking. 
Version 3.0 arrived on the marke,: " .. it!":! IBM's new PC/AT, the 
::~rst PC with the 80286 ch~p. With 24 address lines the 80286 
cO·..lld access 16 megabytes of memory. [Ref. lO;p. 44J [Ref. 
11:p. 336J The use of memory above one megabyte is called 
extended memory. DOS supports utility programs to access this 
memory. 
In support of 8086 and SOS8 programs the 80286 has two 
modes of operation: real and protected. [Ref. 7 :p. 637J The 
real mode allows compatibility using a one megabyte address 
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space with 16 bit internal and external data exchange rates 
(like a fast 8086). The protected mode allows for full 16 
megabyte addressability with a separate address space for each 
application program running to support multitasking. Using 
DOS, only one program is active at any given time. 
Version 3.1 released in November 1984 was unique in two 
ways. [Ref. 7:p. 638] [Ref. 10:p. 130] [Ref. l1:p. 3l.9J 
First, it was the first time MS DOS and PC DOS were exactly 
the same and second, this version supported networking. 
Version 3.1 came with Microsoft Networks to support IBM's PC 
Network adaptor, a hardware card with a communications 
controller. The networking capability was limited to "well 
behaved" application programs. These are programs that 
written to not hoard CPU time or use too much memory. 
Before the release of Version 3.2 Lotus, Intel, and 
Microsoft introduced the expanded memory specification (LIM 
EMS) a hardware solution to relax the 640 kilobyte limit on 
RAM imposed by DOS. [Ref. 7:p. 596J [Ref. lO:p. 44J The 
specification defined a means for accessing large amounts of 
RAM by swapping it in 16 kilobyte increments into and out of 
a 64 kilobyte window in the microprocessors address space. 
This is usually an unused region of memory between 640 
kilobytes and one megabyte. (Popular third party memory 
managers are Quarterdeck's QEMM or Qualitas's 386Max.) 
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DOS Version 3.2 supported IBM's PC Network and Token Ring 
local area networks. [Ref. 7:p. 638] [Ref. 10:p. 131J [Ref. 
ll:p. 3l9] This was the first DOS to support three and one 
half inch sturdy disks with a capacity of no kilobytes. The 
sturdy disk capacity was increased to 1.44 megabytes with DOS 
3.3. 
Version 3.3 was released in April 1987 with IBM's 
. Personal System/2 (PS/2). [Ref. 7:p. 639J [Ref. lO:p. 1301 
[Ref. ll:p. 319J ~he PS/2 was available i::J various :nodels 
that gave the consumer a choice of microprocessors (with and 
wlthout math coprocessors), memory slze, and internal bus 
configuration. The tOp of the line (at the time) PS/2 Model 
80 far exceeded the capabilities of DOS 3.3, which was not a 
multitasking but a si:lgle tasking operating system. Version 
3.3 supported rea: mode for 8086, 80286 and 80386. (The 80386 
has 32 address l::.nes capab:e of four gigabytes of addressable 
memory) . Large memory support was achieved by using 32 
megabyte fixed disk partitions. This verSl.on also had 
extensive forelgn language suppor':.. 
Along with the release of the PS/2 came the option for a 
different operating system all together, namely Operating 
System /2 (OS/2). [Ref. 7:p. 640] [Ref. 10:p. 170] [Ref. 
ll:p. 319] OS/2 was supposed to replace MS DOS but late 
deli very and no graphical user interface gave customers a good 
reason to stay wi t.h DOS. 
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Version 4.0, releasea in July 1988, was the first DOS 
operating syst.em to implement IBM's Common User Access 
specification. [Ref. 7:p. 660] [Ref. 10:p. 130J [Ref. l1:p. 
320] It extended the fixed disk size limit to two gigabytes 
with LIM EMS and had a vastly improved shell user interface. 
The shell gave a windows like environment; the File System 
screen shows a directory tree window and a second window for 
a l).st of files in the current directory. The SELECT program 
a:'lowed the nOV.lce to install Version 4.0. The START PROGRAMS 
screen appears first when the shell is executed. The shell 
al:"owed associating data with an application program so that 
when the data file is se::'ected the application prograrr. 
associated with the data executes. 
Microsoft introduced Wlndows 3 0 in 1990 and DOS 5.0 in 
April 1991. [Ref. 10:p. 154; [Ref. 11:p. 320J DOS 5.0 with 
or without windows 3.0 support was the anot.her attemp': to 
address the 640K limit imposed by earlier releases of DOS. 
DOS 5.0 was shlpped W.lth a two part memory manager called 
E¥.M386.EXE and HlMEM.SYS [Re!. 16:p. 3171 [Ref. 17:p. 66]. 
The EMM386. EXE is an extended memory manager that takes 
advantage of the 80386 architecture to simulate expanded 
memory using extended memory. It's installed as a device 
driver in CONFIG.SYS and creates a paging area between 640K 
and one megabyte to perform the expanded memory function. 'The 
paging is in 64K chunks of memory. The HlMEM.SYS is another 
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device dr-iver that allows use of high memory above 640 K. DOS 
needs both of these driver-s to use the high memory ar-ea. 
DOS 5.0 had two other- improvements as well. Removable 
sturdy disk memory was again improved to support 2.88 megabyte 
disks. [Ref. 10:p. 130: [Ref. l1:p. 320] The shell 
irr.proved to hold several pr-ogra..'TlS in meF.lory at once and 
support for an extensive help facility. The ~ine editor 
(EDL:i:N) was replaced by a screen editor called EDIT. Mor-e 
cO:1s:..deration for tes~ing prior to release was given because 
this was the first version sold directly to customers. 
In the Fall of 1992 Microsoft released Windows for 
Workgroups (WFW) to support peer to peer networking and a 
ded:'..cated LAN server [Ref. 10:p. 45,749 MS DOS Vers~on 6.0 
released in April 1993 has supporting software called 
Workgroup Connection [Ref. IB:p. 64J. MS DOS 6.0 has grow:1 to 
a wheppir:.g eight megabytes ::.f fu:'ly installed [Ref. 18:p. 62J. 
The goal of the Vers~on 6 series ~s to add utilities to the 
operating system and deliver a complete package thus aVQidlng 
tr.e need for customers to b",.ly additional software products 
s",.lch as data compressors, memory managers and virus scanners. 
The spec~fics of these features are discussed in a separate 
DOS 6 and networking sections. 
By November of 1993 Microsoft had an unscheduled release 
of Version 6.2 to fix some problems with DOS 6.0. [Ref. 
~8:p. 63J The reason Microsoft named this versier.. 6.2 was to 
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avoid confusion with IBM DOS that was already in release 6.1 
[Ref. 19 :p. 37]. The major differences between MS DOS and IBM 
PC DOS is the utilities that are offered [Ref. 20 :p. 39]. The 
basic commands are the same. 
Microsoft and IBM had the final code exchange for MS DOS 
on September 17,1993 [Ref. 21:p. 1C]. Previously, IBM PC DOS 
would build on code of MS DOS and generally improve it by 
optimizing. [Ref. 20:p. 39] The standard DOS commands and 
progranuning functions are identical in both DOS's but IBM's 
optimized version has slightly faster character input/output 
and batch file processing. The user with DOS Version 5.0 can 
upgrade to either the IBM or Microsoft product. 
The third type of DOS is Novell DOS 7.0. [Ref. 20:p. 39] 
Novell DOS is built upon Digital Research DOS (called DR DOS) 
that they purchased in 1991. A brief comparison of the three 
DOS products is addressed in the DOS 6 section. MS DOS is 
emphasized here because it is what is currently being used at 
the Naval Postgraduate School. 
DOS continues to be the most widely used operating system 
in the world and continues to grow to meet user demand. 
Microsoft plans the next release of DOS Version 7.0 to be a 32 
bit operating system. The proposed name is DOS·NT (New 
Technology). [Ref. 22:p. 60] [Ref. 23:p. lEJ The release of 
MS DOS 7.0 is expected in 1995. Microsoft plans to release 
Version 4.0 of Windows, code named "Chicago", in 1994. 
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The chronology of MS DOS maj or releases are: 
· 
August 1981 Version 1.0 
· 
March 1983 Version 2.0 
· 
August 1984 Version 3.0 
November 1984 Version 3.1 
· 
January 1986 Version 3.2 
... April 1987 Version 3.3 
· 
July 1988 Version 4.0 
· 
April 1991 Version 5.0 
· 
April 1993 Version 6.0 
· 
November ::.993 Version 6.2 
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B. DOS PROCESS MANAGEMENT 
Although DOS may appear to be multitasking when used with 
certain application software, it is not a multitasking 
operating system. The code used to implement DOS is non-
reentrant [Ref. 10:p. 134] [Ref. 11:p. 331]. Non-reentrant 
code must be executed start to finish before a particular 
module of code may be called and executed again. Unlike UNIX, 
which can store parameters and keep several processes active, 
DOS has one active process at a time. DOS does not have the 
type of fork call found in UNIX, and does not have preemptive 
interrupts based on priorities found in UNIX. 
DOS was designed for a single user on one computer, 
executing one task at a time. [Ref. 10:p. 133] [Ref. II:p. 
329] In the DOS shell environment, when the command line is 
executed, the shell file descriptor is saved and a child 
process is created. The child process is run to completion. 
When the child process exits, the shell file descriptors are 
returned to the parent process. When a process forks off a 
child, the parent process is suspended. Several processes may 
be in memory at one time but only one is active. Unlike UNIX, 
which can return a command prompt before a process is complete 
(by using "&:" after the UNIX command), DOS requires completion 
of a process before the command prompt is returned. 
Processes are spawned by one of three types of executable 
files. These files are: command, execute, and batch. [Ref. 
" 
7:p. 650] [Ref. 10:p. 139) [Ref. l1:p. 328J The ::i:::'e 
extension" .COM" has no header info::-matlen and 0:18 segment of 
executable code. The file extension n .EXE" has a header and 
several segments that are reloca':.able in memory. The". BAT" 
files are a list of DOS comrr.ands. 
Corrnnands in DOS are either lnternal or external. [Ref. 
7:p. 647] [Ref. l1:p. 323] [Ref. 24:p. 50J The lnternal 
commands are in "COMi1A!-Tl.COM". Internal co~ands are always 
resldent in RA.."1. "D:R" and "DEL" for directory and delete are 
internal cOTTh"llands. Exterr.al commands are programs stored as 
files en disk. T!1ese co~ands are transient and are brought 
ir. as needed. 
All DOS processes beg::"n with a Program Segment Pref:;.x 
(PSP) which occupies the first 256 bytes of memory for a 
process. [Ref. 11:p. 329] Tr.e PSP contains lnfonnatlon about 
the program such as the fi:::'e descriptor, program size and 
address in mer.lory. 
Options other than execution for DOS processes 
overlay and TSR. [Ref. 7:p. 647] [Ref. l1:p. 331,337] A 
running process can load an executable file (. COM or . EXE) 
called an overlay into RAM and then execute the file. Control 
is returned to the origi:1al running process upon completion. 
In terminate and stay resident (TSR), after a program is 
executed it stays in merr.ory withou!:. being overwritten. The 
memory image in RAM is not destroyed. The TSR program is 
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activated by a "hot key". 
DOS supports none of the three types of multitasking: 
cooperative, preemptive and time slice. Multitasking with one 
processor is just an illusion. [Ref. 10:p. 135] The trick is 
moving between processes quickly to give the appearance of 
mult~tasking. Additional software such as Microsoft Windows 
and Quarterdeck DESQview may be added to DOS to g~ve a good 
appearance of multitasking [Ref. lO:p. 1371. The trade off is 
additional cost ar.d rr.emory overhead. Novell DOS 7.0 
"task manager" to accompl~sh m'..lltitasking [Ref. 22:p. 61J. 
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C. DOS FILE SYSTEM and FILE SECURI'l'Y 
The basis for many of the DOS file system features ['.ave 
their origin with the UNIX file system. [Ref. 10:p. 137] 
[Ref. 11:p. 148] Both support a hierarchical file system with 
a root directory, subdirectories, and files. Both recognize 
current or working directories and the use of relative or 
absolute path names to access files. One difference is that 
mnx uses" I" as path name separators whlle DOS uses "\" [Ref. 
10:p. 216] [Ref. 11:p. 341]. Both st.:.pport character special 
files for keyboards, printers and other serial devices and 
block special files for diSKS. This is no surprise since 
Microsoft developed XENIX (a 16 bit UNIX system) prior to DOS. 
Differences betwee:l the two file systems ir.clude 
character distincticn between upper and lower case, f:..le 
ownership and security, file mounting and file naming 
CO!1ventions. [Ref. 7:p. 578,601] [Ref. 11:p. 146,15] UN:X 
distinquishes between upper and lower case letters, DOS does 
UNIX recognizes ownersh:'p r:..ghts and perrr.J.ssions of a 
file; DOS does not recognize ownership rights. UNIX uses a 
mounting system call to attacl-, directories of different file 
systems. DOS does not support this type of system call. With 
mounting available in UNIX the user does not have to worry 
where in the system the file is located. DOS requires the 
device name where the file is located l~ke He:" for a hard 
drive and "A:" for a floppy disk drive, but this is for files 
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under one file system. 
The DOS philosophy holds to the file system, one system 
for one user. [Ref. 10:p. 142J [Ref. 11:p. 342J DOS supports 
file attributes which protect the users from themselves but 
not from other users. The attribute byte will have the 
following six bits: 
.., Archive bit indicates a file was changed, 
* Read-Only bit - the file cannot be modified, 
* System File bit reserved so they cannot be deleted, 
.., H~dden bit the file is not shown in a directory, 
.., Volume bit - the entry is a label (name of a disk), 
.., Directory bit a directory entry, not a file. 
F1le att.r:..butes can be cr.anged or exam1ned with the ATTRIB 
cOl'1!f\and. lliIX does not. have file attri:t;utes like DOS. 
Volume labels may be up to 11 charact.ers [Ref. 16 :p. 
134]. DOS 4.0 and above may also have volume serlal numbers. 
This aids in keeping volumes uniquely labeled. 
All DOS directory entries are 32 bytes long. [Ref. lO:p. 
142] [Ref. 11:p. 166] It w1ll cont.ain the file at.trlbutes, 
name, and time with date of last mod.1f.1cation. The size of 
the file and the location of the first memory block of the 
file is also in the directory. From the first block onward 
the blocks are chained together by pointers. 
File naming conventions and file extensions differ 
considerably between DOS and UNIX. [Ref. 10:p. 138J [Ref. 
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11:p. 146; UN~X "l.:ses eithe::::- 14 or 255 c!1aracters (Berkeley) 
for fi=--e names and does not. recognize file extensions. DOS 
uses the "8.3" convention which means the file na.lne :LS a 
maximum of el-ght characters long (bytes) and the extension is 
a maximum of three characters long (bytes). tmIX does not 
recognize or reserve file extensions. Operat:Lng systems that 
support DOS usually shorten a long file name to "8.3" 
Exter.sians which are reserved by DOS are: ".BAT" for 
batch files, ".COM" fo::::- corr.mand files U.EXE" for executable 
fi::'es , a::1d ".SYS" for system fi::'es. [Ref. 7:p. 652] [Ref. 
11:p. 341] Other COITL"Tlon extensions tr.at are nct reserved are: 
".DAT" fcr data files, ".DOC" for dacurr:ent f':'les, ".OBJ" for 
an object file produced by a conpiler, and ".TXT'· for a text 
file. 
COmIT,and files are s1.ngle segment executable b:Lnary fi:!.es 
w1.thout ti::'e header informat:Lon. [Ref. 7:p. 652] [Ref. 11:p. 
341J This means they a::::-e absolute machlne code that reside in 
a particular section in memory and cannot be re:'ocated. 
COr.1Illand f:..les were designed to load faster t!1an executable 
files. Executable files are rr.ultisegment executable binary 
file with a header. They are relocatable because the header 
contains re::'ocation information and the load module. 
Executable files were designed to facilitate sharing of tasks 
among procedures so the operating system ca:l support 
concurrent tasking. To accomplish this the executable code 
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and the data are separated. T!':le executable code has the 
extension. EXE and by convention the data extension is USL:ally 
.DAT. 
The operating system will normally use either fixed or 
removable disks to store files. Since most fixed disks are 
very large they may be divided into one or more partitions. 
Each partition has a boot section with information about start 
up ar.d the file allocation table {FAT}. [Ref. 7:p. 646] [Ref. 
10:p. 140J [Ref. ll:p. 352] The FAT contains infonr.ation 
about every block of storage on the disk. Each FAT entry is 
a 16 bit data word that indicates one of four conditions about 
the block. TJ-.e block may be bad (unusable). it may be free 
(usable) I it may be an end of a file (EOF) or the entry has 
the address of the next chail: of blocks that make up a file (a 
pointer) . The basis fer the DOS file system is the fl.Ie 
allocation table (FAT) 
To create, apeI'.., or c::'ose a file or device a special 16 
bit integer called a file handle is used (like tr.e fEe 
descriptor in UNIX) [Ref. l1:p. 15]. [Ref. 7:p. 650,551] 
Earlier versions of DOS used a file control block (FeB) which 
was 37 bytes of data that was stored with an application 
program and contained file information. Although both FeB's 
and file handles are supported, file handles are used almost 
exclusively because they support file locking necessary for 
file sharing. File handles are also necessary for a 
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hierarchical file syste:n that DOS suppo:::'ts. 
When a fi:e is opened the path name and att:ributes are 
passed to DOS which in turn creat.es the file handle a:1d passes 
the handle to the req-..lesting progra.m. [Ref. 7:p. 635] [Ref. 
11:p. 159j The program saves the file handle to specify 
operatio:1s on the file. DOS creates a table to relate file 
handles to files or devices. Normally eigh~ file handle 
entries are assigned by default, but this can be increased to 
20 :':1 CONFIG. SYS. 
The f11e system is always tleo closely to i:1put and 
Dl:tput. When a process starts in LTNIX three files are opened: 
sta:1dard ::'nput, star.dare output and standard error. When a 
process starts in DOS five files are opened. [Ref. 7:p. 652J 
The first three are the sa."TIe as UKIX, the other two are for a 
serial corrur.unicatior. line and a pri:1ter. These five file 
hand:;'es are assigned entries zero thr:)ugh four. 
Device drivers are treated like files ir. DOS. [Ref. 
11:p. 343J This is very convenient because users ca:1 add a 
single line to CONFIG.SYS to ir.stall a new device. The 
statement added to CONFIG.SYS 1S the path name of the file 
containing the device driver. A cor:unon device driver for 
graphical user interface :'s V.OUSE. SYS for the mouse. 
Some of the first drivers deve:!.oped for DOS were 
RAMDRV.SYS and SMARTDRV.SYS. [Ref. 11:p. 343J RA.'1DRV.SYS is 
a RAM disk driver for extended memory. SMARTDRV.SYS is tr,e 
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disk cache driver used in extended memory. Extended memory is 
the mel':\ory above one megabyte that DOS normally w'--ll not 
access [Ref. 11:p. 336]. Expanded memory is a mapping 
mechanism used for making more memory available to a progran 
than would normally be the case [Ref. 11:p. 338j. 
The DOS 640K limit has received so much attention that 
memory managers load device drivers into upper memory_ This 
allows more space in conventional memory below 640K. DOS 5.0 
also introduced two new device drivers for merr,ory management 
that work together. [Ref. 16:p. 287,288J EMM386.EXE and 
H:MEM.SYS are for use on 88386 CPU's and higher. They can 
take advantage of extended and expanded memory. 
Fi:Le security in DOS is weaker than in lP.'lIX, where it is 
built-ln. DOS is a single user system that does no: require 
log on and provides Ilttle protection for files from 
unauthorized use. [Ref. lO:~. 143] Hardware protectlon or an 
additior.al layer of software is required for sect:.rity. A file 
may be hidden but several types of utility programs can f:.nd 
and retrieve the hidden file. 
D. DOS INPUT/OUTPUT SYSTEM 
Device dr~vers provide the bas~c inpu!:. and output (1/8) 
for DOS. [Ref. 7:p. 652] [Ref. lO:p. 67] [Ref. l1:p. 342] 
DOS supports device drivers which are hardware spec~fic 
programs that interface with the DOS operating syste:n. The 
manner that device drivers communicate to the device ~s 
transparent to DOS because all devices communicate with DOS ~n 
a standard way. The two types of device drivers are character 
device drivers, that har:dle I/O serially, or.e character at a 
time, and block device drivers, that handle random:!.y 
access~b:;'e blocks from fixed and removable disks. These 
device drivers are stored as character and block special 
files. 
These device drivers are called special files because 
they are part of the f~le system. [Ref. 11:p. 343~ DOS keeps 
all device drivers in CONFIG.SYS. To add a new device the 
user needs only to add a line to this system file. The 
command is DEVICE = name of device driver [Ref. 16 :p. 251J. 
Ia contrast, the UNIX syster-l administrator normally keeps 
device drivers in a special directory called "/dev" (short for 
device). The system adrnnistrator is normally the only user 
to add or delete devices, which have to be linked with the 
UNIX operating system. 
It is important to note that the device driver names are 
reserved words in DOS and may not be used as a file name 
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regardless of extension. DOS maintains a linked list of 
devices and unlike UNIX (that sometimes uses embedded drivers) 
requires no special linking to the operating system [Ref. 
ll:p. 343 J . 
Device drivers have three parts: a device header, a 
strategy routine, and an interrupt routine. [Ref. 7:p. 653] 
The device heade r points to the next device in the linked list 
chain of devices. It a l so has pointers to the strategy 
routine and the interrupt routine. When a device is called 
the pointers linking the device to the call are stored by the 
strategy routine and the actual input or output is handled by 
the interrupt routine that returns the status and completion 
infonr.ation to the strategy routine. The interface between 
these routines and the calling program is a data structure 
called a request header. 
The five files automatically opened for a process I/O in 
DOS are ac tually device drivers with f il e handles zero through 
four. {Ref. 7:p. 652] They are 
* 0 standard input device (keyboard), 
* 1 standard output device (display), 
* 2 standard error device (disp lay) , 
" 3 standard auxiliary device (serial port), 
* 4 standard printer device (parallel port). 
Names given to these device dr ivers are console (CON), 
auxiliary (All() and printer (PRN). 
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DOS I/O can be redirected as in UNIX using "<R for input 
and ">" for output to a file. [Ref. 10:p. 146] [Ref. l1:p. 
2751 [Ref. 16:p. 161-163) The double greater It,,>" will append 
output to a file without destroying the previous contents. 
DOS also supports filters and the pipe symbol "I" similar to 
UNIX. Filter functions are: fi.nd to search for a character 
string, sort to sort text data, and more to display one screen 
of dat.a at a t.ime. The pipe allows output from one program to 
be input to the next, handled in left to right. order. 
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B. DOS SBBLL 'DSD DlT'BU'ACB 
The MS DOS ehell has been available since Version 4.0. 
[Ref. lO:p. 150] [Ref. l1:p. 324] The shell is an alternative 
to the command line interface that typically prompts the user 
with the active disk drive such as ·C:\". The DOS shell is a 
screen oriented intert:ace that allows users to point and click 
with the mouse to carry out commands. The shell is by no 
means an elaborate graphical interface like Microsoft Windows. 
The shell allows the user to switch between tasks without 
stopping and restarting but the tasks do not run in the 
background like UNIX daemont!l. [Ref. 10:p. 153] Programs are 
suspended when more than one program is active. Certain 
tasks, such as setting time and date, still must be 
accomplished using the command line. There is no command 
prompt for DOS shell, but command prompt can be selected at 
the bottom of the screen by selecting ·Shift and F9". 
The DOS shell is divided into five areas. [Ref. 10:p. 
150] [Ref. l1:p. 325] {Ref. 16:p. 31] The major areas of the 
shell are: 
... Title Bar, 
.... Menu Bar, 
... Directory Tree area, 
... File List area, 
.... Program List area. 
7. 
The top of the graphical shell layout is a title bar that 
identifies the screen as the RooS Shell n . Shells from third 
party vendors are also available [Ref. 11:p. 325]. 
Directly below the title bar is the menu bar that lists 
pull-down menus that access certain tasks. [Ref. lO:p. 152] 
[Ref. J.6:p. 30) The menu bar offers choices of "FileR, 
nOptions", ·ViewR, and -Help" (with Versions 5.0 and above). 
Directly below the menu options the disk drive icons (letters) 
are displayed. The active drive is highlighted. The "File" 
option under the menu bar controls File Copy, File Rename, 
File Delete, and File-Create Directory. [Ref. J.O:p. 1.52) [Ref. 
16:p. 30] Other file functions allow for changing file 
attributes and Viewing file contents. (File comparison is not 
directly supported by DOS Shell, but is available through the 
command prompt.) 
The uOptions" selection changes screen colors and allows 
certain options to be disabled, such as asking for 
confirmation before completing a task. 
"View· controls size and display of the four available 
windowing sections: Directory Tree, File List, Main, and 
Active Task List. 
The Directory Tree, below the menu bar, is the graphical 
representation of the current (or working) directory 
structure. [Ref. 10:p. 150] [Ref. 16:p. 29) The File List, 
to the right of the Directory Tree, shows the files in the 
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current directory. 
The Program List area which is below the Directory Tree 
and File List can be divided to display a Main window area and 
an Active Ta.sk list window arell. 
Main lists commonly used programs and typically has four 
program entries. The first program entry i8 "Command. Prompt" 
that accesses the command line processor. [Ref. 10:p. 150} 
[Ref. 16:p. 29] The second entry is "BDITOR" which is a 
screen editor unlike the old "EDLIN" used in early DOS 
Versions. The third entry is "BASIC" that activates the BASIC 
programming language, and the last is "Disk Utilities" that 
controls disk functions for formatting, dumping and restoring 
disks. 
Active Task list is available on DOS Version 5.0 and 
higher [Ref. 16:p. 31]. DOS 6.0 has five key combinations to 
assist the user in managing the Active Task list. [Ref. 24:p. 
14] The key combinations used with multiple tasks are: 
... "Shift and Enter" adds a program to the list . 
... "Alt and Esc" switches from one active task to the next . 
... "Shift and. Alt and Esc" switches to the previous active 
task . 
... "Alt and Tab" switches between two active tasks • 
... "Ctrl and Bac" switches between the active program back 
to the DOS ehell. 
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The DOS shell is a very limited single tasking graphical 
J-nterface. MJ-crosoft currently offers windows 3.1 to provlde 
a true graphical interface to DOS. Windows is an operatJ-ng 
system environment program for DOS. Windows requires DOS to 
be installed before it can operate. Windows J-S the most 
cornmon enhancement to the DOS interface, but thJ-rd party 
graphical J-nter::aces for DOS are also available. 
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F. WINDOWS 3.1 
Microsoft windows 3 1 (intrO:luced in 1992) is a pop:;lar 
alternative user interface for DOS-based PC's. windows 3.1 is 
not an operating system. It may be best described as an 
operating system environment that allows multitask~ng for DOS 
application programs [Ref. 25:p. 641. 
Windows 3.1 requires DOS in order to operate. [Ref. 
lO:p. l54] [Ref. 26:p. 64J Windows 3.l is a large prograrr. 
consisting of over two million lines of code [Ref. 27:p. 3D]. 
Windows 3 _l is a true graphical interface and not just a DOS 
shell. It is important is not to confuse Windows 3.1 with 
windows NT wh~ch is a 32 bit, self-contained, DOS independent, 
operating systerr. [Ref. 2B:p. 2BJ. The next upgrade to Windows 
3.1 will be Windows 4.0 (also called W~ndows Chicago). 
Windows 4.0 is expected to be released in 1994. 
Windows (henceforth meaning Windows 3.1) supports two 
types of appllca~ion programs, DOS and W:'ndows. For exa:nple, 
the word processing program ~WordPerfect" is available for DOS 
and Windows as separate purchases. The user can sWltch 
between the Windows environment to the DOS environment to run 
programs directly in a "DOS mode". This is convenient if the 
user has the DOS copy of an application program and not the 
Windows version. 
windows can run in a 386 enhanced mode that S·.lpports 
multitasking for DOS-based application programs. [Ref. lO:p. 
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160] When Wi::J.dows is runnir.g in the 386 enhanced mode it 
provides "user defined" preer:lptive m'..lltitasking for DOS 
application programs. (This is not considered true 
multitasking like UNIX.) The user can assign available RA.\1 
and a percentage of CPU time to a DOS session. This type of 
multitasking is called "t~rr,e slice" since the user can assign 
processing time. 
The Windo\l;s "386" e:1hanced mode creates a virtual 8085 
env~ronrnent fo::: each DOS session. [Ref. 10:p. 160J When an 
I/O is req·.;ested by a :=tOS session the Windows vers~on of MS 
DOS intercepts the I/O and s~mulates an 8086 DOS envi::::"onment. 
The user runnino:: DOS witr.out Windows can switcr. between 
programs using key ccmbinations. Wher. switching betwee!l 
applicatio!l programs under DOS, three events occu::::": the 
switched program is stopped, the p::::"ogram parameters are 
stored, and a new progra!1'. begins. Only one act~ve program is 
running at a tIme. In the "386" enhanced mode the user can 
run several DCS sessJ..ons with each receiving some proceSSing 
time. 
Third party vendors provide additional features for the 
DOS and Windows combination. For example, Firefly Software 
produces so:tware called Enhanced DOS for W~ndows or EDOS. 
[Ref. 26 :p. 64] This product allows multiple DOS sessions to 
control up to 736K of RAY. each. EDOS also provides an 
interface between the Windows clipboard and the DOS prompt for 
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data transfers. 
Windows s'..lpports "cooperative" mul~itasking for Windows 
application programs. Cooperative multitask~ng is non· 
preemptive. [Ref. lO:p. 159] These programs are "well 
behaved" programs that share CPU time cooperatively withoul: 
user intervention. Application programs written especially 
for Windows yield control of the CPU at reg'Jlar intervals. 
Each program running must keep track of CPU time used and 
yield control if another program needs time. cooperative 
multitasking is also feund with OS/2 and System 7 
applicaticr.s. 
The windows graph:..cal interface can perform system 
commands ~r. two areas: the F~le Manager and the progra:n 
~anager. [Ref. 1G:p. 154J The Flle Manager is very sim~lar 
to DOS Shell 5.0 in functional~ty but with more overhead for 
the graphica:' interface used with Windows. The File Manager is 
actually started from the Prograrr. Manager control window. The 
File Manager can associate data w:"th an executable tile 
(prograF.l). This way, input data is readily available. The 
Program Manager gives the user five ways to start a prograrr. 
{Ref. lO:p. 159]. This allows for mouse and keyboard 
commands. 
Windows take advantage of the version of DOS 
installed with it. In 1993 DOS 6.0 was released bundled with 
several utilities. The version of DOS used is very important 
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for Windows because some programs incorporated u:to DOS 6.0 
are specifically for Windows. DOS 6.0 A..'1tivirus, Backut: and 
undelete are W~ndows oriented programs along with a Windows 
hosted compression program that works with DOS 6.0 
DoubleSpace. (Details of these utllities are ir. the DOS 6.0 
and DOS 6.2 sectlon.) 
Unlike running DOS alor.e, the addition of Windows to DOS 
requires an 60386SX at a minimum and a recor:ur,ended four 
megabytes of RAv. [Ref. :'O:p. 124J. Windows actually needs 
eight to 12 rr.egabytes of RAM to ru:1 r:"lultiple sessions 
effectively. DOS E.C with Windows 3.1 together requires 15.8 
to 18.3 megabytes of fixed disk space [Ref. 29: p. lE]. DCS 
6.0 alone reqtiires six to elght megabytes of disk space. 
The Windows graphical interface overhead for applicat.ior. 
programs has a ml.:ch greater der:"lar.d for flxed disk space thar. 
DOS applications. [Ref. 29:p. lE] [Ref. 30:p. 1000~ 
WordPerfect 5.2 for Windows requires up to 12 me::,aby:;es of 
fixed disk sFace while WordPerfect 5.1 for DOS reaUlres 
bet""eell 2.5 and 4.5 megabytes of fixed disk space. 
The DOS with Wi:r.dows co:nbinatio:::l continues to out sell 
the primary competi':.or for the same market, IEWs OS/2. 
Windows has the same p:::-ocessor requirements and about the sane 
memory req .. lirements as OS/2. 
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G. DOS 6.0 and DOS 6.2 
Microsoft released DOS 6 0 in April 1993 with a host of 
features. [Ref. lB:p. 62J [Ref. 31:p. 347J These 
features fall ir.to the general categories of: communication, 
protection, configuration and memory. For the first time DOS 
comes as an integrated package, alleviating the need for 
several add-on programs. The major competitors in the DOS 
market, IBM and Novell, also have new features worth 
mention:..ng _ 
DOS 6.0 comes equipped with a zero slot communication 
progra!ll called INTERLNK. [Ref. 17:p. 66J [Ref. 24:p. 78B] 
The zero slot concept means that a network interface card 
{NIC: is not required for corrcr.u:1icatior.s. One PC must have 
DOS 6.0 or higher installed and another PC must have DOS 3.0 
or higher installed for the two to communicate. The PC's can 
camrnunicate over parallel or serial ports. (This has long 
been a feature of Macintosh LocalTalk cabling.) The primary 
use for INTERLNK is to down load a laptop client to a home 
server PC. The laptop has the INTERLNK.EXE program ~nstalled, 
while the server runs a progran-. called INTERSRV. The RA..'>1 
requirements are minimal. At least 130K of RAM is required 
for the server and 16K of RAM for the client. 
DOS 6 _ 0 has three areas of protection: user, backup, and 
virus. To protect users from themselves, the UNDELETE command 
attempts to retrieve a file that has been deleted. u:."'DELETE 
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actually hides the deleted f ... le until the memory is r,eeded. If 
the file has not been overwritten it may be retrieved. [Ref. 
24:p. 758J (Ref. 32:p. 52J This is not fool proof, but ~t 
does allow for retr~eval if the mistake is caught early. The 
best way to protect files ~s backup. The MSBACKUP command 
provides a means of backing up a fixed disk on a series of 
removable disks [Ref. 18:p. E6; [Ref. 24:p. 385J. Usir.g the 
DOS 5r.811, these prograrr.s are located under the DOS Ut:'lities 
program gro'Jp of the Ma~n area. 
Since computer vin.:.ses cO:1tinue to plague users, DOS 6.0 
has ~r:ccrpo:::ated the Anti-'hnls facility. [Ref. 18:p. 63] 
:Re~. 24 :p. 292] Two types of virus protection are offered 
with a scanner and a shl.eld. MSAV is the DOS scannec:- that 
reports and flags bad checksun:s then attempts to clean ther:! 
up. Vsafe is the Vl.rus shield. Vsafe currently has two 
problems. One problem is the Vsafe alerts on TSR programs 
:programs tr.at terminate and stay resident in RA''1). These 
false alerts may be anr.eying to users. The second problem 
relates to the first. Users may remove Vsafe with a keystroke 
to avoid false alerts. Removing the virus sr.ield negates the 
purpose of having it installed. 
MWAV is the Windows equivalent progra.-'T\ to MSAV. IRet. 
1.8:p. 63] [Ref. 24:p. 798) The Anti-Virus facility is found 
under the Microsoft Tools in the Windows Program Manager. The 
add:.tional memory and RAM requ~red for W::'ndows programs makes 
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RAM management and fixed disk space impor<:.ant issues. 
The 640K barrier continues to be a maj or drawback to DOS. 
DOS 5.0 addressed the issue with EMM396.EXE and HlMEM.SYS 
[Ref. 16:p. 317]. These merr.ory managers fell short in actual 
program placement and squeez~ng. [Ref. 33:p. 393J [Ref. 34:p. 
6PJ DOS 6.0 addresses one of these functions wit~ MemMaker. 
MemMaker can analyze a program and place it in upper memory 
blocks much better than DOS 5.0. However, DOS 6.0 cannot 
squeeze a large program into upper r!\emory like Qualitas 386JV'AX 
7.0 and Quarterdecks QEMM386 7.0. These third party products 
are cons~dered complete memory managers. BotZ1 third party 
memory managers cost about $100. 
Relating closely to RA"1 manageme:r:.t is tf1.€ issue of system 
configurat~on, (~nstallir.g devlce drivers and assigning the 
number of files and buffers). :COS 6.0 provides the 
MULTICONFIG which perrrits several system configuratio:1s. 
(Ref. 18:p. 64J [Ref. 24:p. 307J It will pause at CONFIG.SYS 
corrmand and ask for user conformation to execute the cOIl'mand. 
This permits a se:ection of dev~ce drivers to be installed and 
the number of fi:es and buffers assigned which saves on RAM 
usage. 
MULTICONFIG will allow the user to choose portions of 
CONFIG.SYS and AUTOEXEC.BAT files for start up. [Ref. 24:p. 
310] Depending on the start up selection different sections 
of CONFIG.SYS and AU'TOEXEC.BAT will be executed. For example, 
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the user may select: a "Minimum DOS Installation H , a "Nonr.al 
DDS/ windows Installation", or an "Optimized for Windows 
Installation" . This selection will determine commands 
executed in the files. Default settings can also be used with 
MULTICDNFIG so user intervention is not needed. MULTICONFIG 
alleviates the need for a clean boot disk when start up files 
are corrupted because several configurations are available. 
To fix a fragmer.ted fixed disk (which degrades 
performance) and save fixed disk space DDS 6.0 has the DEFRAG 
command and the Doublespace compression program. [Ref. 24:p. 
717] (Ref. 35:p. 54] The structure of the File Allocation 
Table (FAT) causes fragmentatio:1 when files are removed or 
changed. DEFRAG will put a fragmented file back together. 
The added benefit is that the UNDELETE com.:nand will probably 
work bett er for recovery because the file is not fragmented 
and is easier to retrieve. DEFRAG requires a large area of 
RAM to accomplish its work, so TSR programs should not be 
present. Before compressing the files the DEFRAG command 
should be used to coobine the fragmented files. 
Compression algorithms were previously on l y available 
from third party sources. Now corepression is a standard part 
of DOS 6.0, via DoubleSpace. [Ref. 24:p. 320j This gives the 
user more room on the fixed disk, but usually a slower 
response time since compression and decorr,pression is 
accomplished on· the- fly. 
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The initial release of DoubleSpace had a probleIT .. 
DoubleSpace was writing data to fixed disk areas pr,--or to 
checking if the area was good or bad. To correct the problem 
¥.icrosoft replaced the ChkDisk program with ScanDisk. This 
new program ensured the disk was checked prior to a write. 
Consequently, Microsoft had an unscheduled release of DOS 6.2 
in November 1993. [Ref. 31:p. 347,349] MS DOS 6.1 was not 
released because IBM PC DOS was already in release version 
6.1. MS DOS 6.2 was released to avoid cor.fusion with IBM PC 
DOS [Ref. 19 :p. 37J. DOS 5.2 has two adc.itional features 
as well, the Sca:1Fix program and the L"NCOMPRESS corrunand. 
[Ref. 19 :p. 37J ScanFix 1S a utility for general disk repair 
to decrease the number of bad disk blocks. lmCOMPRESS is a 
cOITlJ':'\a.cd that d1sables Doub:eSpace. Another simple solution is 
not to install DoubleSpace. 
13M a:1d Microsoft had the final code exchange for MS DOS 
on September 17, 1993 [Ref. 21:p. IC]. Prior to this IB~ took 
the Microsoft code and opt:'rr.ized it. [Ref. 20:p. 39] Since 
IBM sel:s hardware some of the components are also optimized 
for PC DOS. The major difference between MS DOS 6.2 and IBM 
PC DOS 6.1 are the utilities packaged wl.th the operating 
system. The basic DOS cor.vrands are the same for both 
operating systems. IBM's compression program is SuperS1:ore. 
IBM uses Central Point Backup for DOS and Windows. IBM uses 
an in-house virus protection program originally written for 
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large corporate accounts. 
n·.e third competitor in the DOS market is Novell DOS 7.0. 
[Ref. 20:p. 40J [Ref. 36:p. 78J Nove:!.l, best known in the 
networking arena, purchased DR DOS from Digital Research in 
1.991.. The latest release is an upgrade from DR DOS 6.0 called 
Novell DOS 7.0. This new version incorporated Stacker disk 
compressi8:1 as part of the operating system. A "Task Manager" 
is used to acco::r.pl:'sh what Novell calls preemptive 
ID'Jltitaskir.g inot just tast:. switching). Novell DOS 
supports the DOS Protected Mode Inter:ace (OP:>:!I) 'that allows 
built-in utilities to run in extended memory instead of upper 
memory blocks. 
Regardless of whic~ DOS is used, they are all li:n:'ted by 
the fac: that they are 1.6 bit operating syste:ns. All of the 
DOS products go to ex:.remes to alleviate t:he 640K barr~er. 
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H. DOS and WINDOWS NETStlORXING 
Microsoft's first endeavor in DOS based network support 
was with DOS 3.1. It ran with Microsoft Networks Operating 
System {NOS). [Ref. 7:p. 638] [Ref. 1D:p. 152] [Ref. l1:p. 
319] Next DOS 3.2 was released to support IBM Token Ring 
local area network. DOS has traditionally relied on a server 
and a Network Operating System such as IBM's DOS based PC LAN 
program. More recent NOS's for DOS are OS/2 based such as 
Microsoft's LAN Manager and IBM LAN Server [Ref. ID:p. 52]. 
LAN Manager and LAN Server a:::-e covered separately. Novell's 
Netware continues to be a strong compe-::itor in the LAN market 
with DOS support, but is beyond the scope of tr.is thesis. 
[Ref. ID:p. 62J. 
With the release of DOS 6.0 the system now supports peer 
to peer {one to one) file transfer with INTERLNK and clien::: 
server {one to many) network~ng with Workgroup Connection 
[Ref. 18:p. 63]. This ~s ~n addition to M~crosoft Add-on for 
MS DOS that allows non Windows PC's to network [Ref. 37:p. 
38]. 
INTERLNK was discussed with DOS 6.0 so only a brief 
review is given here. The INTERLNK program allows selection 
of client or server between two DOS systems. [Ref. 24:p. 789J 
One system must be running DOS 6.0 and the second systerr. must 
be running DOS 3.0 or higher. The peer to peer connection can 
be over the parallel or serial ports. The objective of 
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INTERLNK is the ability to load data from a laptop computer to 
the horr.e based PC 0:- vice versa [Ref. 18:p. 64;. INTERLNK is 
inst-alled as a dev~ce driver under CONFIG.SYS [Ref. 18:p. 64] 
[Ref. 24 :p. 790]. 
DOS support in a cl ient· server envJ.ronrnent may be 
accomplished using Windows for Workgroups (WFW). The latest 
release is WFW 3.11 (October 1992). [Re:::. 18:p. 64) [Ref. 
37:p. 38] DOS 6.0 (Novembe::- 1993) is the flrst release since 
the WFW upgrade. DOS 6.0 offers a complementary software 
package to WFW 3.::'1 called Woritgro'Jp Connec1:ion. workgroup 
Connectio::! ~s r.ot a stand alone product; it runs in 
conjunctior:; with a server that has WFW runr.ing. 
WF'W supports DOS and WJ.ndows based PC's. Separate add-on 
packages for WFW suppor~ is available for both. [Ref. 37:p. 
38] Workgroup Add·o::! for ~'indows 3.1 costs aboc:t $70 and an 
add·on for:><..5 DOS 3.3 or higher costs about $50. ':'he WFW 3.11 
complete package costs about $230, exclusive of network card 
WFW claims to support :07 NIC's [Ref. 10:p. 750J. 
WFW pe:::-mits groups to be set up for file and printer 
sharing. [Ref. 10:p. 751·763] [Ref. 37:p. 39) The base 
protocols are completely compatible with another Microsoft 
product, LAN Manager. WFW supports networking with WindowsNT 
and Novell networks using the International Packet Exchange 
(IPX) protocol. WFW also supports TCP/IP. 
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I. DOS ADVANTAGES and. DISADVANTAGES 
DOS is the most popular operating system worldwide and 
has, at least, 20,000 application programs [Ref. 7:p. 629]. 
DOS application programs are almost always lesB expensive than 
programs for other operating systems. DOS has wide spread 
device support. [Ref. 10:p. 162] Almost every add-on device 
has drivers to support DOS. DOS is the simplest and least 
expensive of the major PC operating systems and has minimal 
hardware requirements. DOS can run on the B088 processor and 
with less than one megabyte of RAM. 
Great strides have been made to improve DOS since its 
first release in 1981, but old problems still persist. Newer 
versions of DOS provide an on line HELP facility and a 
limited, but effective graphical interface. One of the 
greatest limitations to DOS, the "640K" barrier has been 
addressed by hardware and software to solve the problem. DOS 
continues to be backwards compatible with the 8086 original 
CPU architecture, which has limited memory addressing 
capability. DOS 5.0 and DOS 6.0 both offer solutions to the 
640K barrier. 
Another problem with DOS is that it is a single tasking 
system. DOS needs Windows for multitasking and Windows needs 
DOS to run. To perform multitasking DOS is cradled in the 
Windows 3.1 program. Several DOS sessions may be simulated in 
a virtual 8086 mode called the 386 enhanced mode. This has 
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two major drawbacks. W~ndows needs at least an 8C386SX to run 
effectively and four megabytes of RAM is recorr.mended. Windows 
is an addit~onal software cost. The additional hardware and 
software costs and overhead defeats the advar.tage of DOS 
minimal requirements. DOS is a 16 bit operatir.g sys~em that 
cannot take full advantage of a 32 bit CPU. 
DOS is s'..lfficient for one user running one program at a 
time. Unless the DOS user needs to run more than one 
application at a t~me the Windows advantage of multiple 
sessions is lost. For example, if the user wants to run a 
word processor and a spread sheet at tr,e same time and switch 
between the two Windows is a gcod choice. However, because 
most programs require frequent ;Jser intervention to operate, 
such as typing in com.-nands and initiat~on of print jobs, it is 
difficult to achieve ccnc\.:rrent execution for multitask::.ng. 
The user may just as wel2. use a fast task switcher like 
WordPerfect Shell. 
If the user is running a single application (such as a 
mathematics program) the program will normally run faster in 
the DOS environment by bypassing the extra layer of Windows 
software. Many Windows users run DOS programs on Windows 
because the Windows version is not available or they a:ready 
have the DOS version and do not want to buy the Windows 
version. 
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Some programs are written for Windows and are not 
available for DOS. The TrueType fonts program presently is 
available for windows onl y. TrueType stores the image of 
characters and not as bit map like the Adobe fonts (used with 
OS/2) _ Many other programs written for Windows are made quite 
efficient by using cooperative multitasking techniques. 
Version 5.0 was the last DOS that IBM and Microsoft 
jointly supported. Traditionally the MS DOS sou rce code was 
given to IBM under contract. IBM would optimize the code and 
release its own version, PC DOS. After September 1993 the DOS 
code exchange stopped and version 6.0 from both companies 
supported different util i ties. The user can upgrade to either 
IBM version 6.1 or Mi crosoft version 6.2 from Version s.o and 
gain an advantage from the new utilities and improved user 
Shell. 
DOS has no security provisions unless extra software is 
added. Security is provided by LAN server software, for 
network applications. DOS-based network operating systems, 
l ike IBM's PC LAN, provide read only and generic password 
security of server files. 
The DOS user may write a simpl e program (batch file) to 
blank the screen when not in use and have the screen return 
with a password. This is a very l imited feature that is not 
too difficult to break. with the government requirement for 
C2 level security (log on, file permissions and encryption) 
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the additional cost in providing security for a DOS 
environment should be considered. Peer to peer and limited 
client server communications supported by DOS 6.0 shows a 
departure from the DOS single user environment and a greater 
need for security. 
The usage environment should determine the need to use 
DOS. The single user with a Single system perfo:rming a Single 
task at a time is the environment DOS was originally created 
to support. DOS is a good choice for simple operating system 
and it is attractively priced. Application programs for DOS 
are less expensive and require less storage space than their 
GUI counterparts. 
The unscheduled release of DOS 6.2 to fix DOS 6.0 is an 
example of how new releases of software may have bugs. Some 
users complained of problems with Doublespace. which came with 
DOS 6.0. DOS 6.2 corrected the problem. New software 
releases (ending in zero) may need to be treated more 
skeptically than later releases • 
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IV. OS/2 
A. OS/2 BACltGROUND 
IBM and Microsoft began the project for a 32 bit personal 
computer operating system in 1984. [Ref. 7:p.785] [Ref. 10:p. 
170] The initial goal was to develop a general purpose 
multitasking system that could take advantage of the 80286 
protected mode. The operating system name was changed from 
DOS Version 5.0 to CP/DOS and eventually to Operating System 
2 or OS/2. OS/2 became the first thirty two bit operating 
system for PC's. 
OS/2 was to replace DOS by breaking the DOS n640Kft 
barrier and by providing true multitasking with a graphical 
user interface. [Ref. 7:p; 640] [Ref. 10:p. 170] [Ref. 38:p. 
93] The first release of OS/2 was well behind in schedule and 
functionality. Version 1.0 released in 1987 was doomed to 
failure under the 80286 architecture. The 80286 could not 
support the multitasking requirements of the operating system 
because the processor could not switch freely between the real 
mode for standard DOS programs and protected mode needed for 
multitasking. IBM soon realized the minimum processor power 
needed for OS/2 was the 80386. 
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Other problems with Version 1.0 was that it had no 
graphical interface and thus no mouse support. It required 
four megabytes of RAM. [Ref. 10:p. 170] [Ref. 38:p. 93] This 
memory requirement was very expensive at the time. A memory 
shortage had driven market price up to $500 per megabyte. 
Version 1.0 could only address thirty two megabytes on a fixed 
disk. 
IBM previously released two editions of any OS/2 version, 
a standard edition and an extended edition. [Ref. 7:p. 
641,785] [Ref. 9:p. 338) Standard edition 1.0 was just the 
basic operating system. It supported multitasking with a 
command line user interface. Data communications was similar 
to PC DOS. Extended edition 1.0 is for networking with a 
mainframe host and included a communications manager for the 
3270 mainframe terminal emulation. Extended edition 1.0 also 
supported a database management system (DBMS) and included the 
IBM LAN Server (NOS) with enhanced data communications. 
Neither the standard nor the extended edition had a graphical 
user interface (GUI) in Version 1.0. 
OVer the next three years (1988 to 1991) improvements to 
both editions resulted in three new releases. [Ref. 10:p. 170] 
In November 1988, OS/2 version 1.1 was released with a GUI 
called the Presentation Manager for both the standard and 
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extended editions of the operating system. One year later 
Version 1.2 was released with the new High Performance File 
System (HPFS) and a new batch command language called RBXX. 
This version of OS/2 was the first to support Il'IUltiple DOS 
sessions. Early in 1.991., OS/2 version 1.3 was released. IBM 
had optimized the code and added built-in support for the new 
font technology at the time called the Adobe Type Manager 
(ATM). A'IM stores characters as a bit map image. Despite 
improvements OS/2 received only a very limited market share. 
IBM at one time was trying to optimize the OS/2 code for 
the PC/2 with the Micro Channel internal bus structure. [Ref. 
11:p. 319] [Ref. 38:p. 93] Sluggish releases of OS/2 and a 
potentially limited market prompted Microsoft to drop the 
joint OS/2 project in 1991. (This allowed Microsoft to devote 
more resources to MS DOS, Windows, WindowsNT and other 
software products.) The final source code exchange between 
Microsoft and IBM for DOS and Windows was September 1993 [Ref. 
21:p. 1C). 
~DOS better than DOS" and Rwindows better than Windows· 
was IBM's sales pitch for the release of OS/2 Version 2.0 in 
March 1992 (originally scheduled for release in April 1991). 
[Ref. 10:p. 1701 [Ref. 39:p. XXIV] The GU1 was changed to the 
Workplace Shell that supportlil a more object oriented session. 
OS/2 Version 2.0 supports DOS and Windows 3.1 application 
programs. Multiple aeallions of both types of applications can 
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be ru:1 under a DOS session and a WIN-OS/2 session. [Ref. 
10:p. 194,195] [Ref. 39:p. 66,67] OS/2 Version 2.0 includes 
a rrodi!'ied version of Microsoft Windows er:lbedded in every 
copy. OS/2 has its own set of 32 bit app'-ication programs i!1 
addition to the DOS and Windows 16 bit applications. 
Whether 16 bit applications run better under the OS/2's 
32 bit architecture is controversial. For every article that 
states OS/2 runs these applications faster, another article 
will say the DOS or Windows native 16 blt environment is more 
efficient. An extra layer of software will generally slow 
down an applicatior.. OS/2 provides an emulation environment 
for DOS an:) W:"ndows so an extra layer of software is present 
[Ref. 39 :p. 67]. OS/2 does provide the flexibility of 16 or 
32 bit app:'ications not offered by DOS or Windows 3.1. 
Some DOS applications do no'::. run under OS/2 because they use 
low-level hardware or non-standard memory access. [Ref. 10:p. 
194,195] [Ref. 39:p. 67J The DOS applicatl..on programs that 
usually will not run under OS/2 emulation generally fall into 
five categories: disk diagnostics, communica'::.ions, games, 
graphics and programs that support advanced microprocessor 
features of 80386 or 80486 architecture. 
September 1993 marked the release of OS/2 Version 2.1 
with full functionality. [Ref. 40:p. 3] The system offers a 
boot manager that gives a choice of operating systems to 
OS/2 also offers crash protection so a single session 
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will not stop the entire system. OS/2 comes bundled with a 
database manager, a spreadsheet and editors for sound and 
text. The memory and CPU requirements are no higher than for 
Version l. O. 
OS/2 support of multiple sessions of application programs 
in a multitasking environment depends on the amount of 
available RAM. [Ref. lO:p. 168J A basic rule of thumb for 
RAM requirements is four megabytes for OS/2 plus one megabyte 
for each DOS session plus two megabytes for each Windows 
session running simultaneously. 
The fixed disk memory requirements for OS/2 is between 15 
to 30 megabytes of fixed disk space depending on what 
functions are installed [Ref. lO:p. 168]. OS/2 Version 2.1 is 
installed using over 20 magnetic disks or two CD ROM disks 
[Ref. 38:p. 93J. OS/2 has become so large that IBM is 
contemplating a new version called OS/2 Lite. 
OS/2 is not the only 32 bit operating system being 
marketed. In addi tion to UNIX products already available, 
Microsoft released a new product, WindowsNT, in August 1993. 
The memory requirements for UNIX and WindowsNT are twice that 
of OS/2. WindowsNT requires an 90486 to operate. OS/2 can 
run on the 80396 at a minimum of 16 megahertz. 
Unlike Microsoft and other software vendors, IBM provides 
free technical support for OS/2 by telephone [Ref. 40:p. 41. 
IBM's CEO, Louis Gerstner, continues to stand behind OS/2 
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despite lower than expected sales and greater than expected 
inves~ment. The design of OS/2 is under IBM's System Neo,'ork 
Architecture (SNA) which ensures compat~bil~ty with some of 
IBM's other products. (IBM's DOS-based, PC LAN program is not 
compatible with OS/2.) 
Milestones for OS/2 releases are: 
1984 Project begins 
1987 version 1.0 
1988 Version 1..1 
1989 Version 1.2 
1991 version :'.3 
1992 VerSJ.on 2.0 
1993 Vers~on 2.1 
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B. OS/2 PROCESS MANAGEMENT 
OS/2 has three modes of operation: the OS/2 mode,the DOS 
mode and the WI};-OS/2 mode (for Windows). [Ref. 33:p. 68] 
Any mode that is running on the computer is called a session. 
To support these modes, OS/2 takes a unique approach to 
process mar.agement. The outcome is a process manageme:lt 
system that resembles UNIX and Microsoft Windows with uniq'.le 
feat'.lres of its own. 
S~milar to UN!X. OS/2 recogr.izes the concept of an 
executable path througf'. a program called a thread. [Ref. 7:p. 
790J [Ref. 10:p. 172J [Ref. 39:p. 235J OS/2 treats a program 
as one or more threads. The advantage of thread processing lS 
the decrease in overhead because threads share the resources 
of a process. OS/2 has the unique ability to allow the user 
to set a maximum r.umber of act i ve threads ir. a process. 
Like UNIX, OS/2 assigns each process a "Process 
Identification" mltnber (FID) to keep track of a process and 
lts threads. [Ref. 7:p. 788.798J Each process has its 
address space. OS/2 ensures the address spaces do 
conflict between processes. OS/2 uses R..AX semaphores to test 
and set shared memory wi thin a process. 
Com.'1".unications between processes are facilitated by using 
pipes, queues and signals that work the same as their UNIX 
counterparts. [Ref. 7:p. 799-802] [Ref. 40:p. 16] Pipes that 
allow interprocess communication are First In First Out {FIFO} 
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queues. Interprocess comrnun::"cation using queues may be 
randomly accessed because a pointer to memory is passed. 
Signals are software ir.terrupts that direct the p:rocess to 
interrupt t,andl ing software. Processes !'"lay or may not act 
upon a sig!lal. If more than one signal is sent to a process 
they are handled in FIFO order or ignored. Signals have no 
prlorities, but processes are given three levels of priority 
1n OS/2. 
The priority system used in OS/2 processes differs from 
that used in UNIX. Like other priority-based opera':ing 
systems, OS/2 will run the highest priority process (or 
t~read) that is ir. a ready to run state. OS/2 glves a hlgher 
priority to response time to the user than to system 
throughpl:.t [Ref. 10:p. 173]. 
The <-hree classes of prlority (highest to lowest) are: 
interactive, foreground, and background. [Ref. 7:p. 791~ 
[Ref. 10:p. 173] "Interactive" gives the user an irmnediate 
response which is the objective of OS/2. Active programs 
receive both interactive and foreground priorities. 
"Foreground" priority 1S always applied to the visible screen 
{or session) where tr.e user is doing work. "Background" 
priority is assigned to the non·visible screens and rece:'ves 
CPU time only when the interactive and f:)reground priority 
progra.'l1S are not busy. 
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An example of the OS/2 priority system in a multitasking 
environment is to download from a bulletin board system (BES) , 
format a floppy disk, and work on a word processor. [Ref. 
10:p. 173J The BES download and the disk format are handled 
in the background while the word processor is in the 
foreground. A system error needing interactive response will 
take priority over the foreground word processor. The 
background processes are given CPU time when the word 
processor is not busy. 
Like UNIX, OS/2 will give I/O bound processes a higher 
priori ty then CPU bound processes to ensure a good device 
utilization, but a background process will never have a higher 
priority than an interactive or a foreground process [Ref. 
7;p. 793]. 
OS/2 is considered a true preemptive multitasking 
operating system, like UNIX, because priorities are calculated 
and acted upon without user intervention. Unlike UNIX, OS/2 
will also give the user commands to control multitasking in a 
time slice manner. To support Windows applications 
cooperative multitasking is also supported. 
The user can set the maximum number of threads a session 
can create at one time. The command "THREADS - xxx· has a 
range from 32 to 4095; the default is 64 [Ref. 39:p. 235]. 
The user can also set the time slice for DOS and OS/2 sessions 
using MTlMESLICE _ minimum time, maximum time". [Ref. 39:p. 
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236] The times are in milliseconds and the minimulfl time must 
be at least 32. The maximum time is optional, but if used it 
must not exceed 65,536. 
The -PRIORITY" corrmand applies to all threads within a 
process. [Ref. 39:p. 226] The npRIORITY~ setting is either 
~DYNAMIcn or -ABSOLUTE". "DYNAMIC" is the default setting and 
allows the priority to change. "ABSOLUTE" ensures II. priority 
stays the same. Dynamic priorities may be further controlled 
with the "MAXWAIT" command. nMAXWAIT" is measured in aeconds 
and establishes a length of time a process must wait until the 
priority is changed. [Ref. 39:p. 222]. The range is one to 
255 with no default value. 
The DOS mode and WIN-OS/2 mode are possible because they 
run as a subset of the Application Program Interface (API) of 
OS/2 called the "family~ API. [Ref. 7:p. 787] Application 
programs written using the family API can run on DOS or OS/2 
operating systems. Both OS/2 and Windows require the 80386 
CPU at a minimum. 
In the OS/2 and WIN-OS/2 modes three types of 
multitasking are supported. In "time slice~ multitasking each 
running process or program is given a share CPU time as 
established by the user (or by default). The more programs 
that are running the less time is available for a single 
program. OS/2 "preemptive" multitasking is based on a 
predetermined priority Bcheme. OS/2 supports "cooperative" 
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multitasking for Windows applications These applications keep 
track of CPU time used and return control of the CPU 
willfully. without operating system intervention. 
DOS applicationlil do not use cooperative multitasking. 
OS/2 does not support the Windows 386 enhanced mode for DOS 
because it uses hardware specific features [Ref. 10:p. 19S]. 
OS/2 does have various settings to allow DOS compatible 
programs to run as efficiently as possible [Ref. 10:p. 194]. 
Compatible OS/2 and Windowa application programs may 
conanunicate using a productivity application called "Data 
update n • [Ref. 39 :p. 49] This permits a dynamic data 
exchange (ODE) between the OS/2 and Windows programs while 
they are running. Normally program data is private. "Data 
Update" provides a link between programs. 
OS/2 supports dy7lamic linking of processes located in 
dynamic link libraries (DLL's). [Ref. 7:p. 793,794] Dynamic 
linking allows a program to call a subroutine that has not 
been linked to executable machine code in memory. In static 
linking the external subroutine has been linked prior to 
loading the program in memory and prior to executing it. 
Dynamic linking bas an advantage over static linking because 
it is easier to incorporate new subroutines into the DLL's. 
In dynamic linking, references to DLL's are resolved by the 
loader. 
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DLL's contain the OS/2 application p:::ogramming lnterface 
(API). [Ref. 7:p. 793) This allows software developers to 
write DLL's w::'thout modifying the opera~ing system and 
supports an open system architecture. (DLL's are also used 
with Windows for Workgroups [Ref. 10:p. 403].) 
OS/2 standard edltion is designed fo::: the desktop 
environment and as a result gives the use:- great latitude in 
process management. To show the user the status of a process 
OS/2 provldes the "PSTAT" command. [Ref. 39 :p. 162] This 
COITL"Tland may be used with or without switches to dlsplay 
l.n';:onnation about a process or a th:-ead. Some of the status 
information available from "?STAT" includes: DLL's, PID, 
shared menory, and semaphore set tings. 
OS/2 blends features of I]NIX and Windows with features of 
its own. OS/2 can emu:'.ate a Windows sessior.. OS/2 gives the 
user more control of precesses than UNIX with commands such 
MAXWAIT, THREADS, and TIV.ESLICE. Tr,ese commands are 
possible because OS/2 is a sing:.e user opera':ing system that 
supports multitaskir.g. UN:X design is for many users with 
!:lany tasks. UNIX does not give the individual user as much 
control over processes as does OS/2. 
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C. OS/2 FILE SYSTEM and FILE SECURITY 
When OS/2 is installed the user is given the choice of 
file systems fo::: fixed disks. One is the DOS compat:ible 
File Allocation Table (FAT) with the associated File Cont:rol 
Block (FCB) structure. [Ref. 10:p. 174] [Ref. 39:p. 92J The 
other is the OS/2 supported High Performance File System 
(HPFS) . 
The FAT was designed for rela-:.ively small file systems. 
The FAT contains information on every block of storage on the 
disk so as disk size increases the FAT gets proportionally 
larger. The larger the FAT the slower the file system becomes 
to a point of ineffic:l-ency. The FAT file system must be used 
for DOS and windows application program compatibility because 
they cannot read an HPFS partition. 
HPFS was introduced wi th Version 1.2 standard edition 
along with HFFS386 for OS/2 extended edition to support the 
IBM LAN' server and the Microsoft LAN Manager. [Ref. 10:p. 
174,184J HPFS is r.ot compatible with DOS and Windows 
applications. HPFS has the ability to read the DOS FAT, but 
cannot read MS DOS 6.0 compressed files. HPFS is for fixed 
disks only and is not intended for removable disks. 
HPFS eliminates the "8.3" character restriction for file 
name and fJ.le extension used with DOS systems. File naming 
under HPFS mimics Berkeley UNIX. [Ref. lO:p;175] [Ref. 39:p. 
2] HPFS allows 254 characters to be used in a file name. 
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HPFS is case sensitive treating upper and lower case as 
uniquely different letters (like UNIX). Nearly all keyboard 
characters can be used in the file name. The four characters 
that are not usually pennitted (left and right parenthesis, 
pipe and ampersand) can be used if preceded by a caret [Ref. 
10:p. 176J. 
Certain file name extensions are reserve in OS/2. Like 
DOS, the OS/2 executable files end with .COM, .EXE, and .SYS. 
CONFIG. SYS serves the same purpose as in DOS, to tell the 
operating system configuration for devices. Tr.ere is one 
exception; OS/2 uses .CMD vice .BAT for batch files [Ref. 
39:p. 239]. 
The actual fixed disk (or a re:novable disk) is also 
called a volume. To ensure volumes do not have the same name 
OS/2 checksurr.s the user supplied name with the number of 
seconds since 198G (like ill'IX) [Ref. 7:p. 794J. This 
procedure gives each volume a unique identification murber. 
The fixed disk can be divided in:o partitions. The first 
entry for each partition is a boot sector (or block) which is 
nt.L.wered zero. HPFS places a SuperBlock and a SpareBlock in 
block positions one and two respectively [Ref. 10:p. 177J. 
The superBlock contains pointers (addresses) to a free space 
bit map and bad block pointers along with a pointer to the 
root directory. (The SuperBlock is discussed in greater 
detail later, after more basic components of the file system.) 
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The "Fnode tt is the basic allocatio~ pointer used in HPFS. 
[Ref. 10:p. 177] Every file and directory is identified by an 
Fnode. Each Fnode uses a 512 byte block to maintain internal 
file information. This information includes: file attributes, 
file length, and the first 15 characters of the file name or 
directory name. Additionally, the Fnode has the access 
control for the file and an allocation structure that defines 
the actual location of the file or directory on the d::'sk. 
To speed the file retrieval process the Fuode that 
describes the file is located in close proximity to the file 
(if possible). [Ref. lO:p. 176,178] This arrangement is more 
flexible than the UN:X method of indirect addressing. Unix 
uses a sector by sector listing of files rather than the 
location and file length method used by OS/2. UNIX will be 
more efficient with small fragmer.ted files while the OS/2 HPFS 
file allocation avoids the fragmentatio:1 problem ar.d is much 
more efficient for retrieving large files. 
The fixed disk under HPFS is divided into eight !':1egabyte 
bands. [Ref. 10:p. 176] ~he free space bit map is located at 
the end of odd numbered bands and the beginning of even 
numbered bands. For example, free space bit maps one and twe 
are side by side between blocks one and two. The eight 
megabyte bands permit a file to be stored as a contiguous 16 
megabytes if needed. 
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The pl.:rpose of the SpareBlock is to backup wri te caching 
for error recovery and other system failures such as power 
loss. [Ref. 10:p. 182J [Ref. 39:p. 203,204] Write caching 
can be controlled in CONFIG.SYS using the "CACHE" command. 
The basic idea behind a write cache is to initially write data 
to a RAlIIJ buffer. Once the buffer is full a write is performed 
to the disk. 
Write caching places a special demand on a disk read. 
When a read from a disk is requested the operating system must 
er:.sure the write to the disk has occurred. If a write failure 
has occurred HPFS will write the data to an emergency area. 
The locations of these emergency areas are kept in the 
SpareBlock which keeps a pointer to the emergency area 
directory. The OS/2 Workplace Shell GUI will no~ify the user 
when a write failure has occl.:rred. 
Before the fixed disk is read an error table in the 
SpareBlock ca:led a hotfix map is consulted. [Ref. 10:p. 182] 
The SpareBlock also keeps a pointer to available "hotfix" 
repair blocks. In the event of a power fa:'lure the SpareBlock 
keeps a set of binary flags to determine if a normal or 
abnormal shut down has occurred. In the case of an abnormal 
shutdown OS/2 will run a check disk program (CHKDSK) and 
attempt to reconstruct the disk before normal system usage is 
resumed. 
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Read caching like write caching decreases the number of 
times a disk needs to be accessed and increases the overall 
system speed. [Ref. lO:p. 181} Read caching is the mas':. 
common type of disk caching. It is mucro simpler to implement 
than write caching because no disk checks are required (other 
than bad blocks). Read caching is often used with DOS. :'he 
idea behind read caching is to read large sections of a disk 
at one time and store it in a RAM buffer, then read the buffer 
to decrease disk accesses. HPFS reads 2,048 bytes at a time 
into RAM. HPFS uses intelligent read caching by keeping file 
usage patterns in the file directory in an effort to guess 
wnat the user will request next. 
To find specific files, HPFS uses directories like other 
systems and places theP.'l ir. a tree structure. [Ref. lO:p. 179) 
HPFS ::.he:1 sorts the directories by U·,eir names. This 
eliminat.es the need for a linear search, but places an 
additicnal burden on the system in keeping a balance::l. 
structure. Directories in OS/2 are two kilobytes in ler.gth. 
Once the root directory is full, HPFS creates another layer of 
directory blocks and the root directory becomes a list of 
directory blocks. The normal sequence to find a file starts 
at the SuperBlock that contains a pointer to the root 
directory Fnode; this has the location of the file in the path 
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Recall that DOS application programs can not use HPFS and 
that HPFS is for fixed disks only. Since OS/2 supports both 
FAT and HPFS a brief comparison is in order: [Ref. 10:p. 
183,184} 
.., HPFS allows file names to be 254 characters while DOS 
allows only eleven (WS.3 R ) • 
.., HPFS keeps up to 64 kilobytes of file attribute 
information while DOS uses five bits . 
.., HPFS uses a sorted tree to store directories and 
eliminates the need for a linear search while DOS uses a 
unsorted linear list . 
.., HPFS uses the Fnode located near the physical file to 
keep file allocation information while DOS keeps 
allocation information in the FAT, which is at the 
beginning of the disk . 
.., HPFS uses five hundred twelve bytes (an Fnode) to store 
a directory while DOS uses thirty two bytes plus a 
variable length directory . 
.., HPFS uses an intelligent read caching and adjustable 
write caching while DOS uses only a simple read cache. 
The majority of the basic file commands in OS/2 are the 
same as DOS. OS/2 2.1 and DOS 6.0 both support "RESTORE" and 
WUNDEI..ETE" commands for file recovery [Ref. 24 :p. 407,754] 
[Ref. 39:p. 170,1861. Some commands like compare (COMP) and 
disk compare (DISKCOMPj differ [Ref. 39:p. 96,113]. OS/2 does 
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not permit the same syntax (switch settings) as DOS for these 
commands. 
Because the philosophy behind OS/2 is one user doing many 
tasks, no special security measures are used with HPFS (or 
FAT). OS/2 supporta a Lockup function to password-protect the 
computer by writing a batch file. [Ref. 39:p. 31] The user 
executes the batch file before leaving the computer. This 
function is very limited and may be bypassed by shutting the 
system down and entering a new password. 
In the LAN environment, HPFS386 allows trusted programs 
to control the file system and must be used with Microsoft's 
LAN Manager or IBM's LAN Server networking software. [Ref. 
10:p. 184] Both of these LAN programs are OS/2-based. File 
security is provided by server software and not by OS/2 
itself . 
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D. OS/2 INPUT/OUTPUT SYS'I'EM 
OS/2 uses features found in DOS and UNIX to accomplish 
input and output (I/O) services. OS/2 depends on device 
drivers to handle the specifics of controlling any I/O 
service. Like other operating systems, both character and 
block device drivers are supported by OS/2. 
Character device drivers are used for serial I/O to a 
device like a modem or output to a printer. Block device 
drivers are used for devices that are randomly accessed like 
a disk d:!:"ive. [Ref. 7:p. 808] Using the same strategy as 
DOS, OS/2 places device drivers in the CONFIG.SYS file that is 
read at start up [Ref. 39 :p. 207]. This allows OS/2 to be 
device independent. Users may install a new device using the 
"DI:INSTA:." command [Ref. 39:p. 102J. Like DOS, the "DEVICE =" 
corr.rnand is placed in CONFIG.SYS. This is an advantage over 
UNIX systems where the system adrninist.rator (superuser) must 
link new devices to the operating system. 
Device drivers contain device specifiC details of a 
device. These details need not be known by OS/2 or the 
application progra'l'\ requesting I/O. Being a multitasking 
system that also supports DOS and Windows applications, places 
some extra requirements on the OS/2 I/O system. When a device 
driver is written for OS/2, it must be written to support two 
modes of operation. [Ref. 7:p. 808] The drivers support 
single tasking with the real mode and multitasking with a 
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protected mode. These modes parallel the modes available on 
the 60286 and fo2.low-on CPU's. 
Each device d::"iver in OS/2 has two basic parts: a 
device strategy routine and a device interrupt routine. [Ref. 
7:p. 808J The strategy routine places the I/O request in a 
queue and determines if the device is available and initiates 
the I/O. The interrupt routine will unblock any blocked 
process waiting fo!" the I/O. The interrupt routine takes over 
to handle the I/O and !ets the strategy routine know the 
device is once again available. 
OS/2 uses background programs like UNIX daemons to 
monitor I/O processes. [Ref. 7:p. 804J OS/2 must not allow 
ar.y single application session to crash the system. DOS 
har-dles an I/O error by stopping the entire system until the 
user responds. In OS/2 p:cocesses are ran in sessions or 
screer. groups. [Ref. 7:p. 808J The active screen group rr.ay 
not be t:-Je ca'-lse of the I/O error. Tr.e hard error daemon in 
OS/2 determines whic!"! process caused the error and stops the 
entire system from crasr-ing. The "AUTOFAIL" corrunand in 
CONFIG.SYS give the user the option of seeing the screen where 
the error occurred or display of an error message [Ref. 39:p. 
198] . 
OS/2 offers the same flexibility as DOS to install new 
devices and the background monitoring ability of UNIX to 
control the system I/O. OS/2 also supports 32 bit devices. 
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E. OS/2 USER INTERFACE 
OS/2 supports four different user interfaces. Tr.e 
primary user interface called, Workplace Shell, was introduced 
with the release of OS/2 Version 2.0 to replace Presentation 
Manager. The two graphical interfaces provided are workplace 
Shell and windows [Ref. lO;p. 195]. '!'wo separate conunand line 
interfaces are provided: one for OS/2 and one for DOS [Ref. 
lO:p. 193,194]. 
The original Presentation Manager was an extended version 
of Microsoft Windows that used buttons, dialog boxes, menus 
and tiled windows. [Ref. 7:p. 804] [Ref. 10:p. 185] The 
tiled windows were side-by-side [like the DOS Shell) as 
opposed to the ove!'lapping windows used wi th OS/2' s Workplace 
Shell. The workplace Shell rr.arked a trend toward an object 
oriented graphical user interface that resembles p!'evio'Js 
efforts of the Apple Macintosh. (OS/2 uses a shredder in 
place of the Maci:1tosh trash can for deleting files.) 
Cbjects fall into or.e of four categories; data file 
objects, device objects, program objects and folder objects. 
[Ref. 10:p. 185,186] [Ref. 39:p. 14: All objects are 
represented as icons. Data file objects are the files the 
programs create and use; they include text, spreadsheets, 
sound and video. Device objects are the physical devices. 
Common devices are: printers, plotters and modems. Program 
objects are icons to represent programs on the system like 
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spreads::Jeets and word processors. 
Folder objects hold a collection 0: other objects. A 
special folder, called the nDesktopn, fills the screen with 
all the available objects. [Ref. 39:p. 15] Folders may hold 
folders to provide a user defined hierarchy. The primary 
folder is the System folder that forms the top of the 
hierarchy (like the Macintosh). 
Since the folder is a collection of objects, OS/2 
provides two views of a folder in addition to the folder icon. 
[Ref. Ie :p. 189J [Ref. 39 :p. 34J The folder may be viewed as 
a tree structure or a list of files in a directory style 
format called details. Files in a folder are treated as 
objects allowing the user to select a file icon and 
autmr.atically activate a program object associated with the 
file (like the Macintosh) . 
The Wcrkplace Shell is the default ::'nter:!:ace in OS/2. An 
important unique feature of the Workplace Shell is that this 
environment allows the user to run multiple simultaneu.;s 
sessions of OS/2, DOS, and Windows. Each type of program is 
usually maintained in a separate folder for easy access. 
Starting a session is essentially the same as any other G'JI. 
The user simply double clicks on an icon. 
Borrowing some Y..acintosh terminology, the Workplace Shell 
environment is referred to as a Desktop which comes with a 
~clipboard" and several nproductivity Applications" (PA's). 
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[Ref. 39 :p. 46] Workplace Shell supplies a clipboard as a 
COnffion area where data between sessions can be exchanged. 
PA's rese:nhle Macintosh "Desk Accessories" (CA's) with 
expanded functionality. OS/2 Version 2.1 provides twenty five 
de:iicated PA's a:1d six garroes [Ref. 39:p. -'1.5-64]. 
Ten PA's may be used for personal planning in every 
possible realm. Daily and monthly plans can be tied in with 
ala:::-ms and later archived. PA's a!"e also provided for: 
calC'.llators, databases, FAX, graphics, editors, 
spreadsheets, sounds, and system monitoring (to mention a 
few). Some of the pop"ollar games are: chess, jig saw, 
scramble, and soli taire. PA' s are loca ':.e::l. in ::1"'.e Producti vi ty 
folder. 
The GUI alternative to Workplace Shell is the Windows 
enviror'..TIent. OS/2 has Windows embedded in the operating 
system. [Ref. lO:p. :.95] ~Ref. 39:p. 69] There is a 
restriction to running prograrr.s under the Windows environment; 
they must run in a standard mode beca·J.se OS/2 does not support 
Windows enhanced mode, which is required to run programs like 
Microsoft PowerPoint. Any programs that use low level 
hardware system calls like the Windows "386" enhanced mode 
cannot run under OS/2. 
Windows programs that are OS/2 cOr:lpatible can be run one 
of three ways. [Ref. 39:p. 69] First, Windows may be run as 
a full scale Windows applicatio!1. This is a default mode 
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;.,'here Windows takes over the entire screen. Second, W~ndcws 
applications may be run as a WIN-OS/2 session, where several 
Windows applications are active at one time. Third, ""indows 
applications may be ran under an OS/2 session as a separate 
WIN-OS/2 session. This mode requires special settings to 
allow both OS/2 and Windows applications to be active. 
Moving from the original OS/2 comnand line environment to 
a graphical user ir,terface created a great deal of operating 
sys':.em memory overhead. OS/2 added 50:) additional function 
calls to support object oriented GUT [Ref. 7;p. 804]. The 
function calls handle windowing and graphics programming 
interface (SPI). G?I is the graphics equivalent to 
Applications Program."'lling Interface (API) where programmers can 
use opera::ing system functions. 
To remain flexible, OS/2 continues to s"Li.pport a command 
line interface of its own and one for DDS. [Ref. lD:p. :93] 
The co:r.mand line user interface has some important functions. 
su:::h as file comparison, that are not supported by Workplace 
Shell. Most of the commands used with the OS/2 cornrnand line 
are the same as the ones used with MS DOS corrunand line. The 
OS/2 command line interface supports the "Restructured 
Extended Executor" (REXX) batch programming language. 
The OS/2 Workplace Shell and the OS/2 p:cograrnming 
language REXX are part of IB¥.' s standardization project called 
System Application Architecture (SM). [Ref. lO:p. 193J [Ref. 
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39:p. 157] The primary goal of SM is to present a common 
interface across many systems. A user familiar with the SAA 
er.vironrnent on a PC will have the same interface with ar. IBM 
mid-size or mainframe computer. This way the user does not 
have to relearn a new system with every migration. 
SAA strives for commonalities three 
communications support, programming interface, and user access 
[Ref. lC:p. 187]. Comrr.on communications support 
accomplished by IBM's Extended Services (see OS/2 Networking) . 
The Workplace Shell supports common user access and REXX 
supports the common programming interface. 
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F. OS/2 Networking 
OS/2 supports communication and data base mar.agement in 
its Extended Edition add on packages. These features are no':-
part of Standard Edition OS/2. With the release of OS/2 
Standard Edition Version 2.0 the networking package received 
a new name christened "Extended Services" Version 1.0 [Ref. 
41:p. 39]. The package contains Communications Manager which 
supports a wide variety of options. 
Features of the Extended Services include: [Ref. lO:p. 
197,198J [Ref. 41:p. 39-43] 
* Integra. ted terminal emula tion capabili ti ss. Provides 
terminal emulation capabilities for plain ASCII, IEM 3270, 
and IBM 5250 terminals. It enables file transfers to take 
place between the PC and more than one host system at a 
time. As many as five AS/400 System/36 terminal or 
prir..ter sessions can be run at the same time under 5250 
emulation. (AS/400 is IBM's mid-size computer systerr,) . 
* Network Device Interface Specification (NDIS) support. 
A.'1 emerging standard for low level interfacel'3 to network 
interface cards. Many vendors are writing NDIS drivers 
for their interface cards; this gives a wide selection of 
network interface cards for the PC. 
* A.dvanced Program. to Program Communications (APPCl. 
Provides a structure for application programs to 
communicate on a peer to peer basis across different 
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networks and hardware types. 
* Co.mmon Programming Interface for Communications (CPI/C}. 
Provides a COl!lmon programming interface for network 
application pregr~ers across a broad range of System 
Application Architecture (SAA) compliant IBM hardware and 
so.ftware. 
* 3174 Peer Co.mmunicatiens Support. Allows werks~atians 
that use ceaxial cable connections (not connected to a 
LAN), to share files. Also enables APPC applications to 
connect to peer applications on hest systems er other 
werkstations. 
* SNA LAN gateway support. E:1ables a single OS/2 
workstatien to act as a host gateway simultaneeus:'y for as 
many as 127 other workstations on a local area network. 
* X.2S Protocol Support. Enables the workstation to 
COr.1IT1unicate over this very pepular wide area network 
protocol that is suppo::::ted by t!1e International Standards 
Organizat ion (ISO). 
* System/370 NetView Support. Enables ne~work 
administrators to use NetView to. issue OS/2 commands on 
remote workstations and servers for network management. 
* Logical Unit Application (LUA) interfaces. Supports 
Logical Unit sessions under IBM's SNA. 
* Asynchronous Communications Device Interface (ACDI). 
Provides a programming interface to aSY!1chrono'Lls 
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communications devices. This isolates the application 
program from the specifics of a particular device. 
* LAN Interfaces. Many LAN operating systems support OS/2 
servers and workstations, including: Novell NetWare, IBM 
LAN Server, Microsoft LA." Manager, Banyan VINES, and TCP/IP 
for OS/2 servers. IBK LAN Requester is used by OS/2 and DOS 
workstations. 
OS/2 is the base operating system that both LAN Manager 
and LAN Server are built upon. OS/2 Version 2.0 and above are 
not compatible with LAN Manager since it is based on Version 
1.3. These versions will have to use LAN Server software. 
In short, OS/2 is supported in nearly every networking 
environment under the Extended Services 1.0. Additionally, 
the Standard Edition of OS/2 Version 2.1 has extensive 
groupware capabilities. [Ref. 42:p. 34-36J It can run 
Windows for WorkGroups under the Windows emulation mode and 
Lotus Notes groupware buil t for OS/2. WordPerfect Office for 
OS/2 groupware is scr,eduled for release in the first quarter 
of 1994. 
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G. OS/2 ADVANTAGES and DISADVANTAGES 
OS/2 was the first PC operating system buil~ from the 
ground up to support a 32 bi t architecture and mul t i tasking. 
[Ref. lO:p. 168) [Ref. 39:p. 3] Minimum hardware requirement.s 
include: the 80386 microprocessor, a 60 megabyte fixed disk 
drive with 16 to 30 megabytes available for OS/2, and a 
minimum of four megabytes of RAM. (For good perfa::.-mar.ce eight 
megabytes are required to run multiple sessions effectively.) 
Additionally, a high density removable disk drive supporting 
disk capacities over one megabyte is required. 
Compared to DOS alone these hardware requirements are 
quite extensive, but DOS does not have the multitasking 
capability of OS/2. When DOS is teamed with Windows the 
hardware requirements are nearly the same as OS/2. OS/2 is 
the only PC operating system under 30 megabytes in size that 
Frovides 32 bit preemptive multitasking. 
},,s DOS and Windows have a much larger market share than 
OS/2. Because DOS and Windows have the greatest market share, 
so::tware developers nOrY.lally write application programs for 
those products first and later migrate the products to OS/2 
and UNIX. OS/2 is less expensive than DOS and Windows 
combined. OS/2 supports "most" DOS and Windows application 
programs. OS/2 will not support DOS and Windows applications 
that use low level hardware functions such as the Windows 
~3B6" enhanced mode. OS/2 has an overall advantage over the 
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DOS and Windows cornbinatior. in cost and functionality. 
Anothe~ major competitor to the OS/2 market is the Apple 
Macintosh with the System 7 operating system. System 7 is 
available on Apple Macintosh products only. Unlike OS/2, 
Macintosh requires addi tional hardware to run DOS products. 
This is because ¥.acintosh and PC hardware have significa::1t 
differences. (Some Macintosh product lines like the Quadra, 
can read and write DOS diskettes without add-on hardware.) 
OS/2 does not support Apple software directly. 
Users see definite similarities between the GUI's of 
OS/2, System 7, and Windows, but looks cae be deceiving. 
System 7 is part of an integrated package that comes bundled 
in ROM boards inside the Maci:ltosh. System 7 and Windows 
basic functions are similar to OS/2, but they not a full 32 
bit architecture like OS/2. System 7 does offer file security 
not found in OS/2 or Windows. 
When OS/2 is compared to other 32 bit operating systems, 
like UNIX and WindowsNT, hardware requirements for OS/2 are 
reasonable. UKIX will vary greatly in size depending on which 
proprietary version is used on a particular computer. UNIX 
can run on an 80386 like OS/2, but the memory requirements for 
UNIX are more than twice as great as OS/2. 
Unlike lilUX, OS/2 and WindowsNT are one company products 
that have a relatively fixed memory requirement. WindowsNT 
requires much more memory and processing power than OS/2. 
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WindowsN'T running on a Digital Equipment Corpora:::ion eJECi 
Alpha chip (the world's fastest at- 150 Mnz) requires 16 
megabytes of RAY. and 90 megabytes of fixed disk space. 
Wi~dowsNT running on the considerably slower Intel 80486DX (66 
Mnz) requires 12 megabytes of RAM and 70 megabytes of fixed 
disk space. 
comparing OS/2 with UNIX and WindowsNT may not be quite 
fair because both cost nore and both are rr,uch larger operating 
systems. The design of OS/2 was for one user doing many 
tasks. Both UNIX and windowsr."T are designed for many users 
doing many tasks. One defin::':::e advantage of UN:X and 
windowsN::' are C2 security measures that are not offered w:'th 
OS/2. 
Slow acceptance r.as beer. another major disadvan:::age for 
OS/2. A bad repl:.tation developed wr.en new releases of OS/2 
were always la-::.e and lacked promised functionality. The 
functionality issues seem to have been cured with Versi::ms 2.0 
and 2.1; however, both arrived in the market later than 
expected. 
The OS/2 Workplace Shell is meeti~g with same resistance 
because it differs from the Windows environment. The user can 
run Windows applications fror:! the WIN-OS/2 or Workplace Shell. 
The Workplace Shell is geared to an object oriented 
environment which is consistent wi th programming paradigms 
used with the C .... programming language. 
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Once the user becomes familiar with the Woril:place She~l, 
the knowledge gained can be transferred to other lEY. platforms 
consistent with ISM's Systems App:"ication Architecture (SAA). 
IBM has included OS/2 in the System Network Architecture (SNA) 
and other protocol suites. 
OS/2 Extended Services 1.0 is supported by ma:or network 
protocols. In the LAN environment the OS/2 Extended Services 
supports several LAN servers such as IBM LAN Server, JY!icrosoft 
LAN Manager and Novell Netware. 
OS/2 Standard Edition 2.1 can use groupware suer. as 
Workgroups fer Windows (WFW) , and Lotus Notes. WordPerfect 
Office groupware for OS/2 is expected to be released in 1994. 
For users not needing networking capabilities the 
Star.dard Edition meets single use requirements in a 32 b:'..t 
multitasking environment witr. reasonable merr.ory requirements 
and at a reasor.able price. 181-1 continues to provide price 
incentives to convert users to OS/2. 
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VIII. OPERATING SYSTEMS SUMMARY 
A. INTRODUCTION 
The selec~ion of an operating system for PC's or 
workstations that are members of a network should be based on 
compatibil~ty, cost, and performance. Compatibility is 
especially import-ant because there is a great variety of 
hardware ar.d sof::ware in a r.etwork. In a network, the PC or 
workstation operating system rmst work with the network 
operating system. Both of these operating systems mus:: wo:::-k 
with system software, like memory managers, and application 
program software. An incorr.patibility of any pair of these 
resources car. render a computer or the entire network 
inoperative. Other factors s"clch as support for input/output 
devices and overall speed of the operating system should alsQ 
be considered" 
Many times the hardware selectior. will influence what 
operating system is i!1cluded. Macintosh users will reclt'ive 
System 7 by default. Powerful workstation users traditionally 
use UNIX. IBM PC users may use IBM PC DOS or OS/2 supplied by 
IBM. Many IBM clone PC's have MS DOS with Windows pre-
installed_ The PC or workstation operating system will 
influence the network operating system selection and the 
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availability of application software. 
This summary emphasizes hardware requirements 0: PC 
operating systems first and then reviews capabilities of the 
operating systems. lmIX presents a unique dilemma since it 
has so many proprietary versions. The UNIX model selected is 
the AT&T version of System V Release 4 (SVR4) which has been 
adopted by the SunOS in their Solaris 2.x operating system. 
Some new material is presented which includes: Apple's 
Systerr. 7 for the Mac::'ntosh, IBM's LAN Server, and two 
Microsoft products, LAN Manager and WindowsNT. These systems 
are an integral part of the PC operating systems in the 
cl ier.t - server networking environment. Each sect ion is 
discussed and then summarized in a table format where 
appl icable. 
B_ CPU REQUIREMENTS 
IBM and Microsoft have traditicnally based their 
operating systems on Intel-based microprocessors. App:"e has 
always used the Motorola 66000 series for their comp'J.ters. 
varieties of UNIX can be found on both Intel and Motorola CPU 
platforms. Apple's A!UX is a Motorola-based product, while 
the SunOS is an Intel·based example of UNIX. The Macintosh 
Quadra may have both Motorola and Intel chips installed 00 the 
Houdini board [Ref. 43:p 4FJ [Ref. 44:p. 26]. 
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Looking at the low-end requirements for CPU's, 
consideration must be given to an acceptable performance. For 
example, Microsoft claims that Windows products can run on an 
Intel 80286 [Ref. 45:p. 48J. This may be true, but the 
performance is so poor that the run becomes a very slow walk. 
Windows 3.1 needs an Intel 80386 to run effectively. IBM 
recommends the Intel 80386 as a minimum after finding that 
OS/2 simply would not work on the 80286. Solaris on the Spark 
workstation may run several 80386's in parallel under the 
direction of the SunOS (Solaris) operating system. Both LA..'" 
Manager and LAN Server need an 80386 to be effective. 
Mas::. PC's ir. '"lse today are running tr.e 80286 or faste::::-
CPU's. DOS has maintained a backward corr.patibility to 8086 
ar.d 8088 CP'J' s. :r-::icrosoft windowsNT requires the Intel 80486 
for acceptable performance. windowsNT is best served by 
faste::' CPU's like the DEC Alpha cr.ip. The following table 
shows operating systems a:1d networking systems with what 
should be cor.sidered the low-eud microprocessor requirement 
for acceptable system performance. 
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TABLE 3 MINIMOH CPU REQUIREMENTS 
System CPU 
V.s DOS 8086/8088 
OS/2 80386 
System 7 M68030 
UNIX 80386 
LAN Manager 80386 
LAN Server 80386 
windowsNT 80486 
All newer operating systens require an 80386 or faster 
CPU to run efficiently. (The Motorola 68030 is rO".lghly 
equivalent to the 80386.) Intel and Motorola are both 
introducing new CPU's" Microsoft is developing software fcr 
In':.el's Pentium. Apple and IBM are developing for Motorola' S 
PowerPC chip. Pentium and PowerPC are the replacements for 
the 80486 and M68040 respectively. 
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C. MEMORY REQUIREMENTS 
Operating systems have two memory requirements, fixed 
disk storage and RAM. After the operating system is 
installed, fixed disk space must be allocated for application 
programs. The amount of RAM available affects system 
perfor.nance. A shortage of RAM causes the application to run 
slow or not run at all. 
Fixed disk space reg-",lirements for operating systems are 
variabJ.e. The entire operating system need not be loaded on 
fixed disk if certain functions are not used. For example, 
OS/2 can vary in size from 16 to 3C megabytes depending on 
what features are installed. MS DOS 6.2 requires eight 
megabytes when fully insta~led. DOS may also be installed 
with or without some of the available utilities. 
Compression programs like Doublespace or Stacker can 
increase available fixed disk space once installed. Users are 
cautioned about compression prograrns because they can slow 
systerr. performa:1ce. OS/2 a:::ld WindowsNT canna': read MS DOS 
co;npressed files. 
MS DOS 6.2, Windows 3.1, and System 7 can all be 
accom."T1odated on a 20 megabyte fixed disk [Ref 44:p. 23]. OS/2 
can vary in size up to 30 megabytes, so a 40 megabyte disk is 
considered reasonable to house the operating system, a few 
applicatior. programs and user files. Minimal installation of 
WindowsNT ranges in size from 75 to 90 megabytes [Ref. 46:p. 
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4J windowsNT is in the same category as UNIX Solaris, which 
has a recommended fixed dis:-;: space of 200 megabytes [Ref. 
12 :p. 12J. 
RAM presents a different sort of problem. DOS and one 
application car. rcln in as little as S12K of RAM. Once Windows 
3.1 is added to DOS the RAM requirement increases to four 
megabytes, the same as OS/2. Macintosh System 7 requires a 
minimum of three megabytes of RAM [Ref. 10:p 249J. These RA."1 
requirements should be cor.sidered minimums. For good system 
rest:0nse, users need about twice the minimum RAM requirement. 
This translates to about eight megabytes for OS/2 and Windows 
and about six rr.egabytes for Syste:n 7. Unlike the other 
operating systems I at least one third of System 7 is based i:1 
ROM. 
The minimu:Il RAM required for Solaris (80386 and SPARe 
workstations) is 12 megabytes with 16 megabytes recommended. 
[Ref. 12 :p. 12J This is the same miniIT.um RAM requirewent that 
exists for WindowsNT. 
TABLE 4 lists the minimal (MIN) and recommended (REe) RAM 
requirements for each system. This is followed by a general 
category of fixed disk space required for each system. 
"FIXED" is the fixed disk space rounded up to the closest 
fixed disk size. nK" is used for kilobytes and "M" for 
megabytes. 
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TABLE. HENORY UQt1IRl!:MXNTS 
System RAM (KIN) RAM (DC) PI""" 
MS DOS 512K 1M 20M 
OS/2 4M 8M 40M 
System 7 3M 6M 20M 
UNIX 12M 16M 200M 
WindowsNT 12M 16M 200M 
The windows operating system environment is not shown in 
the table because it is not a stand-alone operating system. 
windows 3.1 with DOS has the same memory requirements as OS/2. 
D. PROCESS MANAGEMENT 
The way a computer handles processes is also an important 
consideration. Multitasking capabilities are important for 
some users. Users may want to accomplish several tasks 
concurrently. The 32 bit operating systems: OS/2, UNIX, and 
WindowsNT offer preemptive multitasking. 
The 16 bit operating systems, DOS with Windows 3.1 and 
System 7, perform cooperative multitasking through special 
application programs. They also permit the user to assign 
memory areas and percentages of CPU time to permit a time 
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slice multitasking environment. DeskView is an example of 
third party software that performs the same function 
Windows. MS DOS by itself performs no multitasking. 
TABLE 5 is a summary of operating system multitasking 
categorized by preemptive and non~preemptive multitasking. 
TMLE 5 MOLTI'I'ASJl::ING 
Preemptive Non - Preemptive 
os/2 Windows 
UNIX System 7 
windowsNT Oeskview 
E. FILE SYS'I'EMS 
All file systems that have been discussed have 
compatibility with the most widely used file system in the 
world, the DOS File Allocation Table (FAT). SuperDrive and 
Apple File Exchange program permit the Macintosh to translate 
and read DOS files in the Macintosh Hierarchical File System 
(HFS). [Ref lO:p. 266] Other systems like OS/2, allow the 
user to set up the fixed disk as a FAT file system or a High 
Performance File System (HPFS). Since LAN Manager and LAM 
Server are OS/2 based they support the same file systems as 
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OS/2. DOS cannot read HPFS. 
Sclaris has made great strides in compatibility with AT&T 
SVR4 and Berkeley UNIX File System (UFS:. [Ref. l2:p lBJ 
Solaris supports the ~fdisk" utility for DOS FAT 
compatibility. 
DOS and Windows recogr,ize the FAT only. The DOS FAT 
becomes inefficient as it increases in size due to a linea:::-
search for files. This problem is corrected with HPFS which 
sorts files and uses U'.e fnode for loca:.ion. HPFS works very 
well with large files wr.ere UFS is less efficient with large 
files but more efficient with small fragmented files. 
WindowsNT allows the choice of several file systems. 
Windows NT recog:1izes :1early all file systems except L'NIX, 
unless the system is exac".:.ly POSIX cOr:1pliant. [Ref. 47;p. 3j 
WindowsNT native file sys:.e:r. is called r.'TFS. 
TABLE 6 sum .. narizes operating systems and the file systems 
they support. Recall that System 7 req'..lires additional 
hardware and software to transla:.e a:1d read the DOS FAT. 
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'I'Al!LE 6 FILE SYSTEMS 
System File system(s) 
MS DOS FAT 
OS/2 FAT, HPFS 
System 7 FAT, HFS 
UNIX FAT, UFS 
WindowsNT FAT, HPFS, NTFS 
LAN Ma~ager FAT, HPFS386 
LAN Server FAT, HPFS386 
F. INPUT /OUTPUT SYSTEMS 
The input and output characteristics of an operati:1g 
system deals with the flexibility a~d ease of i~stalling new 
devices. Device-specific drivers interface hardware to the 
operating system. Because DOS is the most widely used 
operating systerr. it has the greatest device support. Similar 
to DOS, OS/2 and WindowsNT device drivers are placed in the 
CONFIG.SYS file. Device drivers may be installed using the 
"DEVICE~" command. 
System 7 controls devices through the Chooser subsystem. 
[Ref. lO:p. 256J Control panels 9:'ve users access to device 
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drivers that r.'.acintosh calls Cdev's (Con':ro: Devices) or 
Chooser Extensions. 
UNIX handles device drivers differently from DOS a:1d 
System 7. By convention, UNIX device drivers are placed in a 
directory called "/dev". The system administrator must lin:'C 
the device drivers to the operating system kernel. This is a 
more complex task than the methods used by DOS and System 7. 
The TABLE 7 outlines the operating syste:ns and where t:te 
device drivers are stored. 
TABLE 7 DEVICE DRIVERS 
System Driver Location 
DOS CONFlG.SYS 
System 7 Chooser 
UNIX I /dev 
Note that CONFIG.SYS is used not only by DOS, but also by 
OS/2, LAN Manager, LAN Server, and WindowsNr. DOS device 
drivers need not be linked to the systerr. like !mIX. 
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G. NETWORlUNG 
All of the operating systems discussed here are supported 
by the TCP/IP protocol. OS/2 Extended Services is geared 
toward the IEM SNA environment. Macintosh networks can use 
LocalTalk, EtherTalk, or TokenTalk [Ref. 44:p. 380]. 
LAN's are supported by AppleShare, LAN Manager, LAN 
Server. UNIX and WindowsNT in a client server environment. 
The idea of a zero slot LAN, meaning a network interface card 
is not required. is supported by M5 DOS 6.0 INTERL:NK and 
System 7 using AFP (AppleTalk Fi~ing Protocol). [Ref. lO:p. 
257] DOS and System 7 can conununicate with like systems using 
serial ports. 
A strong point of Microsoft's windowsNT is that this 
operating system can be networked in all enviror.ments. [Re:. 
47:p. 5] Wir.dowsNT cOr:\es bundled with TCPjIP and NetEUI 
protocols. Additiona: MicroBof':: networking software includes 
windows for workgroups (WF'W) and Workgroup Connection. WFW is 
an application program that runs on top of DOS to provide a 
peer to peer environrr.ent. Workgroup Connection is a DOS 
application that allows M5 DOS 6.0 (and above) users 
communicate with WFW users without the Windows overhead. 
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B. APPLICATION PROGRAM SUPPORT 
The job ot the operating system is to provide an 
enviro:1ITlent to support application programs. [Ref. 10:p. 907] 
This is accomplisr.ed by vendors publishing Application Program 
Intertaces (API's). API's are sometimes referred to as syste~ 
calls or as hooks. API's are used by programmers to invoke 
tunctions from the operating system to support applications. 
This allows third party vendors to write application programs 
tor a particular operating syste:n. 
DOS has, by tar, the largest base of application progra~s 
at the lowest cost. OS/2 and Windowsr.'T users can take 
advantage ot mos:. DOS and Windows applications. Macintosh can 
run some DOS applicatioI'.s by emulation using SoftPC. 
Some DOS and windows programs that bypass the operating 
system and make hardware interrupt calls directly will only 
n:.n in a native (DOS or Windows) environment. The programs 
that make these low· level calls are r.o':. supported by other 
operating systems. 
An application developed tor DOS is normally less 
expensive than its adaptation tor another operating system. 
This is especially true when the adaptation is for a Gel 
environment. For example, Y.icrosoft will normally develop an 
application for DOS first then adapt the prograrn for Windows 
and Macintosh users. The adapted applications for the GUI 
environment are almost always more expenSlve. UNIX 
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applications are usually the most expensive be:::ause each 
version of UNIX may need the application adapted to it. 
OS/2, UNIX, and WindowsNT can run 32 bit applications. 
The total number o!" 32 bit applications is quite small when 
compared to the number of 16 bit applications availab:Ce. 
Windowl\'"T has the ability to run OS/2 and POSIX compliant UNIX 
applications. Neither OS/2 nor UNIX can run applications 
designed specifically for windowsNT. 
I. CONCLUSIONS 
The emphasis here has been PC and workstation operating 
systems. Operating systems are built for different operating 
environments. UNIX is designed for rnar..y users performing ma:1Y 
tasks concurren':ly. DOS is designed for one user performing 
one task at a time. OS/2 is designed for one user performing 
many tasks. The other PC operating system mer.tioned, but not 
covered in detail, was System 7. 
Apple introduced System 7 with the Macintosh as part of 
an integrated package of hardware and software. This type of 
system is called "plug and go", which means the user bas all 
of the hardware and software together in one package. The 
user friendliness of the Macintosh made it very popular for 
horne computing. 
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